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Trustees’ Report
The Board of Trustees presents the Trustees’ Report and audited Consolidated
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2020.
The Trustees’ Report includes a Strategic Report. These two reports together
meet the requirements for a Directors’ Report. This is required by the Companies
Act 2006 and by the Strategic Report and Directors’ Report Regulations 2013. In
approving the Trustees’ Report, the Board of Trustees have also approved the
Strategic Report.

Chief Executive’s Report
Our mission is to drive social change so that disabled people have the same
opportunities as everyone else. We call this Everyday Equality.
Scope has a proud history, dating back to 1952, of tackling the barriers which limit
the life chances of disabled people. We work to reach more people than ever
before to have the greatest impact. And, we will keep driving change across
society until this society works for everyone.
While much has been achieved, there is still more to do: we must challenge
injustice, change attitudes and ensure disabled people have a stronger voice and
the power to make changes at home and in society. We want to support disabled
people to realise their ambitions. We will be bold in challenging government and
businesses to move faster towards Everyday Equality. We will change attitudes
so that disabled people can fulfil their aspirations.
In April 2017, we launched our Everyday Equality strategy, which sets out an
ambitious new approach to drive change so that disabled people have the same
opportunities as everyone else. We have set out to put disabled people at the
heart of everything we do. We want to create a community of disabled people
and their families empowered by best-in-class information, advice and support
and an operating model underpinned by digital technology. It is a vision of a
charity with the courage to move on from those services we have traditionally
provided to a new suite of digital services and innovative solutions, shaped to
meet the needs of disabled people and their families.
We work with government, businesses and partner organisations to influence
attitudes, policies and behaviour on the biggest possible scale.
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We measure our impact and we seek to be accountable for the difference we
make. We track our progress against our goals for Everyday Equality. One of our
major goals is to get more disabled people into, staying in and progressing at
work, so that disabled people can be financially secure.
This new strategy has meant significant transformational change, much of which
happened in 2019. The organisation now comprises around 250 colleagues based
in London and with regional presence, around 600 colleagues working in their
communities in more than 200 shops, with around 5,000 volunteers and 200,000
supporters.
In today’s uncertain times, Britain’s 14 million disabled people and their families
need us now more than ever. At Scope we campaign fearlessly for a fairer
society and we are not afraid to challenge ingrained prejudices that still exist in
Britain today.
The charity remains financially secure despite the coronavirus crisis. Yet we face
a significant challenge to grow to support the demands that disabled people will
face in the years ahead. This will require a resilient and innovative approach from
Scope. A challenge we intend to meet.
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Our objects and public benefit
Objects
Scope is established for the public benefit and for general charitable purposes
according to the laws of England and Wales and in particular, but not exclusively,
for the promotion of the equality, diversity, independence and health of disabled
people, especially those with Cerebral Palsy.

Public benefit aims
In exercising relevant powers and duties, the Board of Trustees have considered
Charity Commission guidance on public benefit. This report outlines how our
performance during the year to 31 March 2020 has benefited the public.
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Strategic report
Achievements and performance
Life for the 14 million disabled people in this country is far harder than it needs to
be. Every day, disabled people and their families have to deal with negative
attitudes, higher costs of living, prejudice from employers, barriers to entering
employment and difficulties using public transport.
Our five-year strategy, Everyday Equality, is our bold manifesto that tells society
that enough is enough. It outlines how we will drive social change through
innovation, partnerships, awareness and influence.
At Scope, we are driven by the injustice and inequality facing disabled people
every day. And we are all part of a community striving to be Disability
Gamechangers.
In the year to 31 March 2020 we have focused on putting disabled people at the
heart of everything we do, on working with employers through our Work With Me
network to improve the workplace for disabled people, on campaigning for
change through our Travel Fair and Stuck campaigns, on making sure disabled
people and their families get accessible and timely information and advice and,
crucially, on measuring our impact.
This year almost 30,000 people campaigned with us:
•

28,000 people signed our open letter to government on reforming sick pay and 85
people worked with us to respond to the Department for Work and Pension’s
consultation on sick pay as part of our Stuck campaign

•

1,000 people told us what promises they want transport companies to keep as part
of our Travel Fair campaign
And, during an election year we campaigned to make sure disabled people and
their families had their voices heard. We shared our Manifesto for Disability
Equality with all major parties and Scope campaigners contacted 575 prospective
parliamentary candidates about issues that matter to them. As a result we saw
commitments from government to tackle the disability employment gap and to
implement a Cross-Government National Disability Strategy.

Our staff and volunteers make us the success story we are. We are keeping them
at the heart of our future, through regular surveys and finding new ways to keep
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us connected, listening and learning. We know the charity sector is always
evolving. The fundraising landscape is getting fiercer, so we’re constantly
watching the competition to remain ahead of the crowd and we’re consistently
measuring the change we make to the lives of disabled people and their families
so we keep improving.
The everyday experiences of disabled people underpin everything we do,
including how our strategy develops. We are close to the end of the second year
of Our lives, our journey, Scope’s pioneering research study. The research tracks
disabled people’s experiences over five years, giving us insight into the critical
issues they face and how these challenges change over time. And our Research
Panel continues to grow with 700 individuals sharing their insights and
experiences on the issues that matter to them. This first-hand, lived experience
informs our service design, policy and campaigning work, and makes us an
effective organisation.

Getting the best start in life
All disabled children and their families deserve the best possible start in life. We
know that for many families getting the right support can be hard and that
attitudes to disability need to change. This year we have focused on making sure
parents get timely, relevant information and support. Our services are supporting
parents with this. We are now building a robust model of support based on what
customers have told us, we are helping more families keep in touch with each
other and we are making sure more disabled children are sleeping better with
more energised parents.

Sleep Right
Our Sleep Right service offers practical advice to parents and support workers for
improving disabled children’s sleep. We supported 750 families and disabled
children to get the best start in life through our Sleep Right service during
2019/20.

Navigate
Navigate offers parents practical and emotional support. In the year to 31 March
2020 we supported 440 parents with this and three-quarters said the service
helped improve their resilience.

Parents Connect
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Parents Connect offers six weeks of support for parents and support workers in a
group format. It provides peer-support as well as practical information. In the
year to 31 March 2020 we supported over 60 families through Parents Connect.

Being financially secure
Our goals are to reduce the extra costs that disabled people have to pay for
everyday goods and services. We will improve financial security for disabled
people through better access to work and benefits.
In a fair and equal society, disabled people will have the same opportunity to
work as everyone else. And disability will not come with a financial penalty.
Everyday Equality is about working hard to make sure disabled people can be
financially secure.
For more than a decade, the rate of disabled people in work has remained around
30% less than non-disabled people. This is known as the ‘disability employment
gap’. Our campaigns and services support disabled people into work and create
inclusive workplaces where disabled people can thrive.

Campaigning for change
This year we have focused on campaigning to tackle the disability employment
gap. We published new research into the experiences of disabled people in the
workplace and the perceptions of HR managers and businesses of disabled talent.
And we have encouraged businesses to join Scope and Virgin Media’s Work With
Me network.
We have increased our work on benefits and welfare system, and so we are
campaigning for changes to Universal Credit, Personal Independence Payment
and the Work Capability Assessment. We will continue to push the government to
guarantee disabled people get the financial support they need to live
independently.

Work With Me
Supporting disabled people into work means collaborating with employers, and
we are proud of our strategic partnership with Virgin Media. Our shared ambition
is to support 1 million disabled people by the end of 2020 with the skills and
confidence to get into and stay in work.
Work With Me is a community of more than 70 businesses committed to thinking
and acting differently about disability in their organisation. We bring members
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together online, and face-to-face, to support each other to be accountable for
disability inclusion in their businesses. Together with organisations like Ford,
Philips, JCB and Deloitte, we are supporting best practice workplaces at scale.

Our employment services
We tailor our support to the individual needs of each and every disabled person.
And we provide a wealth of support and information on our website and among
our online community. We offer face-to-face provision in London and Leeds. We
arrange intensive group sessions for people who feel work is still a long way off,
and lighter-touch one-to-one services for those who are already almost there.
We also offer bespoke advice for young disabled people.
We use the outcomes and learnings from our programmes and from our advice to
influence and campaign for change to employment support services provided by
the state.

Starting Line
In the year to 31 March 2020 Starting Line, our service for disabled people at the
start of their employment journey, reached 292 disabled people with a fifth
moving into work, education or training.

Support to Work
Support to Work, our highly successful employment service funded by partners
Virgin Media, will support one million disabled people into work by end of 2020.
We have developed better employment content on our website and new digital
channels to make sure disabled people and potential employers can find the
answers they need to create a workplace equal for all. In the year to 31 March
2020 Support to Work reached 644 people with 20% moving into work.

Kickstart
Kickstart is a one-to-one support programme for disabled people applying for
jobs. In 2019/20, Kickstart reached 194 people with half moving into employment
as a result.

Living the life I choose
Our goal is to make sure disabled people have independence.
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We know that to achieve everyday equality, disabled people need to feel
independent, confident and connected. It is vital that disabled people have a voice
and are included.
Yet there are many areas where this is not happening. For example, when
products and services are not accessible. It might be a bus without low-floor
access or a best-selling book without a full-text recording.
We are working hard to educate businesses, to build confidence amongst young
disabled people and campaigning to address attitudes and perceptions.

Scope for Change
This year Scope for Change, our campaigning programme for 18 to 25 year olds,
provided 13 young activists with the tools and confidence they need to plan and
run campaigns on the issues that matter to them.

Travel Fair
This year we launched our new campaign, Travel Fair, to tackle the inaccessibility
of public transport. We know that two-thirds of disabled people have a poor
experience when using public transport and we want to put that right.
We are calling on transport companies and Government to create a more
inclusive transport network. We have spoken to over 1,000 disabled people about
their experiences and we arranged for some of them to share their experiences
with the Transport Minister, putting the voice of disabled people to the heart of
government.
We are now focusing our efforts on working with industry to make sure disabled
people can travel fair.

The Big Hack
This year we launched The Big Hack, our influencing programme to improve the
digital world for disabled people. By supporting businesses to make online
information, products and services more inclusive, we are making a difference in
real life too.
At the heart of the Big Hack are disabled people, who make up five of the nine
members of its advisory panel. So far, more than 400 disabled people have
shared their experiences through the Big Hack reporting tool. Based on their
insights, Scope’s Big Hack team have been sharing our inclusion message at
industry events and meetups, and hosting accessibility workshops.
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In November 2019 we published the business case for inclusive design based on
research with disabled people about their frustrations of digital technology and
online platforms. We shared this research at TechSharePro, the biggest
technology and accessibility event in the UK.

Online community
Our online community is a network and lifeline for many disabled people and
their families. The Community is a vibrant and supportive place for disabled
people, parents and carers to share advice and talk to others with similar
experiences. In the year to 31 March 2020 the community reached almost 1.2
million people.

Online content
Our online information and advice is written and tested with disabled people and
their families. It covers topics such as benefit applications, access to care, how to
find work and how to take part in accessible sports. In the year to 31 March 2020
our online content reached 873,000 people with three-quarters rating this
content as useful.
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Financial review
Overview
Our finances continued to be well managed throughout 2019/20, supporting
the organisation through a time of significant change. We remain in a strong
position to deliver our current plans and to keep investing in our long-term
sustainability.
During the year we spent £12.1 million on charitable activities supporting our
journey to Everyday Equality, including our helpline and communities
programmes. Excluding strategic and divestment spend, this reflects an 8.5%
increase on 2018/19. We also reduced our support cots by £1.0 million (13%) as
the result of an organisational restructure to better balance the size and shape of
Scope over time.
Our net income movement of -£4.1 million in total funds (2019/20 +£3.2 million) is
a result of:
•

managing our ongoing operations in line with a planned operating deficit of £1.6
million and the impact of coronavirus of £0.3 million (2018/19 £1.9 million and an
increase in dilapidations provisions of £1.2 million)

•

strategically investing £2.7 million including £0.6 million to exit one of our pension
schemes (2018/19 £3.9 million)

•

income related to divested regulated and day services and fixed assets disposals
of £0.6 million (2018/19 £8.5 million)

•

Unrealised losses on investments of £0.3 million and defined benefit pension fund
actuarial gains of £0.2 million (2018/19 total gain of £1.7 million)

Coronavirus
Towards the end of the financial year, the emerging impact of coronavirus began
to take effect. The year ended with all of our 207 retail sites closed and our faceto-face fundraising activities on hold.
We rapidly moved our services online where possible, limiting the effect on the
support we were able to provide to our customers. Our social change activities
became focused on being the voice of disabled people throughout the crisis and,
alongside our partners on the Disability Charities Consortium (DCC), lobbying
business and government to provide additional support to those
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic. We continue to monitor the
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ongoing operational and financial impacts of coronavirus and are using reserves
to balance expenditure where we are unable to wholly mitigate these effects.
The closure of our retail stores due to Covid-19 in March 2020 had a direct
impact of £0.8 million on the income from trading activities. Cost savings reduced
the total direct impact of Covid-19 on the result for the year to a loss of £0.6
million (£0.3 million operating deficit and £0.3 million loss on investments).

Fundraising
Total income and endowments decreased by £11.1 million to £40.9 million
compared with 2018/19 excluding income from our divested regulated and day
services. It also reflects a reduced performance within our retail estate in addition
to the impact of some one-time philanthropic gains and gain on sale of property
in 2018/19. Headlines include:
•

income from grants, fees and ancillary services increased by £0.7 million to £4.0
million as we attracted donors to new services

•

our charity shops brought in £21.2 million gross income including rent received from
sub tenants. Pre-coronavirus performance was 4.8% lower than 2018/19 on a like
for like basis

•

our donations and legacies contributed income of £14.6 million (£15.7 million in
2018/19). £7.4 million of this is generated through individual giving, where a strong
relationship with our delivery partner yielded above sector returns pre-coronavirus

•

income from philanthropy, corporate partnership and legacies is £0.2 million lower
at £5.8 million, largely due to a large one-off donation in 2018/19

•

a gain on sale of property of £9.4 million was recorded in 2018/19

The cost of raising funds reduced by £4.2 million to £32.8 million. This was
largely due to:
•

a one-off charge to retail in 2018/19 of £1.2 million to create a dilapidations
contingency in respect of the retail estate (in line with statutory requirements)

•

a reduced level of support spend reallocation year on year of £1.0 million in
recognition of our restructure

• the investment in our regular individual giving programme being reduced by £1.2
million compared to 2018/19. Towards the end of the financial year, further
investment in individual giving was halted as a result of the impact of coronavirus
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Retail
We continued to improve the quality of our retail portfolio, closing nine of our
less profitable stores and opening one new store in Sheffield. We also invested in
the refit and refurbishment of three stores to further optimise their return
towards our mission.
Further investment in new store openings, store relocations and a refit
programme was put on hold in the latter part of the year pending the receipt of a
detailed geospatial analysis of the portfolio received from Deloitte in April 2020.
This analysis will form the basis of our strategy to optimise our retail portfolio
and enable it to drive returns in line with our vision for above sector average
performance.
In advance of this optimisation work, retail performance was down on the prior
year, with net income £1.6 million (7.4%) less than 2018/19. Excluding the impact
of coronavirus performance was £0.8 million (3.7%) lower.
The year to 31 March 2021 will see a planned expansion of our e-Commerce
offering which began as a pilot operation in 2019/20, with targeted weekly
income growth from £2k to £5k. The lack of a mature e-Commerce operation is
viewed as one of the key components affecting income performance when
benchmarked to the sector.
Retail continued to be supported by corporate donations from our amazing
partners. Boden, Amazon, John Lewis, ASOS and Boohoo were our main donors.
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Investing in our future
In the year to 31 March 2020 we continued to focus on stabilising our baseline
activity post divestment to provide a solid foundation for our future. We
successfully managed our support costs, reducing these by £1.0 million overall.
This was largely driven by the results of a reorganisation during the financial
year. At the same time, we continued to grow our impact and reach as noted in
the Achievements and Performance section above.
We have completed our second financial year of operation since the disposal of
our regulated services in April 2018. We are wholly funded through the returns
from our retail sites, our fundraising operations (heavily driven by individual
giving) and our work with corporate partners. It is essential that we have enough
money to deliver our core services, find innovative new ways to boost our impact
and invest in ways to increase our funding base. These activities enable us to
deliver everyday equality for disabled people.
In addition, we invested £1.9 million (before the allocation of support costs) in
building our future during the financial year to 31 March 2020, which was funded
from the Everyday Equality allocated reserve created in 2018. This investment
included:
•

£0.4 million on developing new digital systems to underpin our charitable offer

•

£0.5 million on individual giving and diversifying our fundraising activities

•

£0.6 million towards our provision for exiting one of our pension schemes under
s75

•

£0.4 million on developing our retail and fundraising strategies
Our strategic investment is approved each year by our Board of Trustees against
investment criteria aligned to the delivery of our goals and mission. Our Everyday
Equality reserve balance at 31 March 2020 was £1.9 million. Our reserves policy is
described below. The balance of spend across these activities will be determined
as a part of the annual review, with regard to investment across a three-year
rolling strategy period and the wider environmental and political operating
context.
Investing our reserves has enabled us to make sure we can reach and support
more disabled people while keeping financial risks under control, including
effectively navigating the effects of coronavirus.
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Economic challenges such as reduced government funding, Brexit, and
reputational risk are now compounded by the financial and ongoing global impact
of coronavirus. This is a difficult environment, in which all charities and service
providers will find it increasingly difficult to thrive.
To embed the sustainable changes we want to see, we need to build a movement
that delivers nothing less than true equality for disabled people. We can’t do this
without the thousands of people who support us in our charity shops, the
businesses who partner with us, the events generating sponsorship and extending
our voice and our passionate volunteers who build our voice within their
communities. During the year, we benefited from the incredible support of over
5,000 volunteers across our stores and services. We could not have achieved
what we have without you. Thank you.
All of us, disabled and non-disabled, share a vision of equality for disabled people
and we will not stop until we get there. Our partnership and co-production
agendas feel ever more relevant in the current climate as we seek to expand our
impact whilst managing our costs of direct delivery. Our strategy has never felt
more relevant.

Reserves policy
We hold free reserves to ensure that we have enough money to keep operating
should our income fall or costs unexpectedly increase, as has happened through
the coronavirus pandemic. Reserves are also held to take advantage of strategic
investment opportunities, should they arise, in furthering our mission. Every year
the Board of Trustees reviews the reserves policy, taking into account how well
we are delivering the strategy, the strength of our finances and other risks
highlighted on the Corporate Risk Register.
Free reserves are defined as net assets excluding restricted funds, designated
funds and the portion of general and investment funds that has been used to
acquire fixed assets for the charity’s own use.
The level of free reserves at 31 March 2020 for the group (the charity Scope and
its subsidiaries) was £31.9 million (compared to £32.3 million at 31 March 2019).
Note 28 to the financial statements shows the calculation of free reserves.
The Board of Trustees created a designated fund in 2017/18 to transform our
organisation and deliver our Everyday Equality strategy. This investment includes
building our future charitable offer, improving our infrastructure, using more
digital technologies and making sure we have diverse income generation activities.
As at 31 March 2020 the fund had a remaining balance of £1.9 million.
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Our unrestricted funds in excess of our target free reserves of £12 million are
held to invest in activities that deliver a sustainable impact against our goals. This
Strategic Reserve is allocated by the Board in conjunction with the Executive
across a prioritised set of business cases considering the following groups of
activity:
•

New service investment and/or expansion of existing services and products as
determined by such activity fulfilling Scope’s drive for increased impact for disabled
people. Such activity will support Scope’s transition from regulated to national and
community-based services and will be focused on VFM (value for money)
investments in Everyday Equality.

•

Enabling Scope to establish initiatives providing self-sustaining income for the
organisation and its activities in the future.

•

Equipping Scope to use its resources in an efficient and effective manner by
ensuring that its systems, processes and infrastructure are fit for purpose and
enabling the adoption of new technologies.
The balance of spend across these activities will be determined as a part of the
annual review, with regard to investment across a 3-year rolling strategy period
and the wider environmental and political operating context.

Going concern
The Directors have considered the financial position of the group including cash,
reserves and investment levels as well as future trading forecasts, in particular
the impact of the current pandemic on the activities and financial results of the
group.
After reviewing the current forecasts and considering the risks and uncertainties
as well as the strong reserves position they conclude that the company will
continue to meet its liabilities as they fall due for at least 12 months from the
date of this report therefore it remains appropriate to prepare the financial
statements on the going concern basis.

Investment policy and performance
Our investment objectives are to:
•

cover short-term financial risks, ensuring security and liquidity of funds held

•

preserve the value of the funds held to cover longer term financial risks and
funding for future development opportunities

•

ensure low volatility in investment asset values
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•

provide certainty for our short- to medium-term planning

•

achieve a total return on investments greater than the UK Retail Price Index
(measured over a rolling three-year period)

Royal London Asset Management (RLAM) was appointed as our investment
manager to handle our investments in line with a mandate provided in May 2011.
We hold three different asset categories in our investment portfolio: equities,
bonds, and cash or cash equivalents. We invest our unspent restricted funds and
free reserves in assets that are secure, readily convertible to cash and will
sustain their value in the longer term. Our balance between security, liquidity and
maintaining long-term real value is achieved through the asset allocations, which
reflect our investment objectives. We have instructed our investment manager to
operate the asset categories in the portfolio within the following ranges:
•

10% to 40% equities

•

20% to 46% bonds

•

41% to 100% cash or cash equivalents

We have applied an ethical approach to our investments policy:
•

investments exclude companies with significant trading interests in armaments,
tobacco, pornography, alcohol, gambling and animal testing (excluding medical
research for the benefit of humans)

•

we only invest in companies that Experts in Responsible Investment Solutions
consider able to mitigate their environmental impact and exposure to regions that
could represent a ‘human rights risk’

•

the fund manager makes sure companies within our portfolio have appropriate
policies regarding discrimination on the grounds of disability, age, religion, race,
gender and sexual orientation

The performance of the investment portfolio is formally assessed against the
above criteria every year by the Finance Committee.
Our investments were worth £39.2 million as of 31 March 2020 (compared to
£44.0 million as at 31 March 2019). The most recent valuation of our investments
at the date of this report is £ 41.1 million.
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The overall performance of the portfolio for the year ended 31 March 2020 was
1.5% ahead of the benchmark. The asset allocation at March 2020 was 26%
bonds, 32% equities, 41% cash and cash equivalents.
The portfolio includes a sub-fund created to provide security to the Scope
Pension Scheme. The balance on this fund at 31 March 2020 was £4.7 million of
which £4.25 million is secured for the Pension Scheme.
The portfolio includes a separate cash and cash equivalents fund of £9.9 million
held separately in short-term assets to be used for planned strategic investment.
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Review of Scope subsidiaries
During the year ended 31 March 2020, we had three active subsidiaries:
•

Scope Central Trading Limited

•

Scope (IP) Limited

•

Illetas Properties Limited (dormant)

The activities of the subsidiaries, their assets and liabilities are included in these
financial statements on a line-by-line basis. Transactions between subsidiaries
such as sales from one group to another are taken out when consolidating the
group accounts. Details of all our subsidiaries, including those which no longer
trade, are given in notes 10 and 16.

Scope Central Trading Limited
The Company’s main activities are buying and selling general merchandise,
greeting cards, clothing and giftware in our retail shops, as well as raising income
through other commercial services.
The turnover for the year was £1.5 million (compared to £1.7 million in 2018/19).
Net operating profit before the Gift Aid payment to Scope was £0.6 million
(compared to £0.7 million in 2018/19).

Illetas Properties Limited
Illetas Properties Limited did not operate this financial year.

Scope (IP) Limited
The Company’s main activities are exploitation of the intellectual property and
sale of products associated to the Mindful Monsters brand. It is its first year of
trading.
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Environmental impact
We have sought to get ahead in terms of considering, and then minimising, the
impact that we have on our world whilst we work to deliver our Everyday
Equality agenda. As a part of this work on impact we are sharing measurement of
our carbon footprint. We considered this across three main areas:
1. direct emissions from activities owned or controlled by Scope that release
emissions into the atmosphere. Emissions are generated from natural gas and are
related to vehicles owned or leased by Scope
2. indirect emissions released into the atmosphere associated with our consumption
of purchased electricity
3. other indirect emissions that are a consequence of our actions, including
emissions related to business travel
Total CO2e emissions for the year were 1,536.8 tonnes of which 77.2% is related
to the consumption of purchased electricity (1,112.9 tonnes), 20.6% company
vehicles (296.5 tonnes) and 2.3% natural gas (32.84 tonnes). We offset a portion
of these emissions through purchase of a green energy contract. We have a
target to reduce our emissions by 5% per annum of CO2e per unit of floor area
(square foot) and we will report annually against this target. The intensity ratio of
total emissions per m2 retail floor area for 2019/20 was 0.0472.
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Pensions
We operate the following pension schemes:
1. a single employer defined benefit pension scheme. ‘The Scope Pension Scheme’,
closed to further contributions on 30 June 2013
2. a defined contribution stakeholder pension plan, opened on 1 October 2003, when
the above Scope Pension Scheme was closed to new members
3. the Pensions Trust’s Growth Plan (the ‘Plan’). Scope decided to exit based on the
payment of a section 75 debt calculation as at 31 July 2019
4. Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS), a defined benefits scheme operated by the
Department for Education in respect of certain members of staff. This Pension
Scheme was transferred to Salutem (Ambito) as part of divestment of regulated
services. No contribution was made for the year

The year-end valuation of the Scope Pension Scheme shows a surplus of £18.3
million based on FRS 102 assumptions (compared to a surplus of £11.2 million in
2018/19). The surplus increased because of:
•

an increase in the discount rate during the year

•

a decrease in the long-term expectation of inflation

•

the Scheme’s assets increasing by more than the discount rate assumed under FRS
102

We have not included the pension asset in the balance sheet because, under the
Pension Trust Deed, we do not have an unconditional right to any of the surplus.
You can find out more in note 31 to the financial statements. The pension scheme
is now closed to new members and to future accrual.
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Principal risks and uncertainties
Overview
We use a set of control systems within our corporate assurance framework so
everyone can feel confident we are running our organisation and services
effectively. No significant control issues which would have a material adverse
impact on the delivery of Scope’s strategy, operations or financial position have
been identified in the year ended 31 March 2020.
Managing the financial, legal, reputational and regulatory risks associated with
our day-to-day operations is vital and our brand is very important to us.
Our Executive Leadership Team owned the corporate risks during the financial
year and they are supported in mitigating those risks by the Leadership Group.
The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the corporate assurance framework,
makes sure we have an external audit and agrees the annual programme of
internal audits that help us review how we can continuously improve at both
identifying and mitigating areas of high risk. The Committee takes the lead role on
risk management oversight, regularly reviewing and updating our corporate risk
register, ensuring the risk management framework works, and feeding back
recommendations to the Board.
While the Committee is confident in dealing with the increasing risk from
safeguarding, fundraising regulation, data protection and the delivery of our
strategy, it has highlighted the importance this has placed on the effectiveness of
the core risk management framework, which we are monitoring closely and
continuing to strengthen in 2020/21. A full review of the risk framework and
principal risks reported to the Board is in progress, supported by external
consultants. This will be completed in 2020 and embedded within the operational
control environment at Scope.
Each directorate identifies and regularly reviews their own risks and identifies
areas of dependency in their mitigation across the organisation.
Certain external factors are outside our control. For example:
•

changes in market conditions that can affect our income, such as coronavirus

•

the value of investments we hold that can go up or down in line with general market
trends

•

government policy that may provide a more or less favourable view of our aims
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The impact of environmental factors is monitored quarterly at a minimum (and
more actively in times of significant impact). This allows us to respond quickly to
any major changes and assess our continuity and mitigating actions in an agile
manner.

Our corporate risks
Our principal corporate risks for the year to 31 March 2020 are outlined below
and include management actions to mitigate either the likelihood of the risk
occurring or its possible impact.

Strategic and environmental risks
1. The work of our services does not deliver everyday equality for disabled people,
meet customers’ needs or is of poor quality. This reduces our ability to meet the
needs of our donors and deliver income at the right pace for our strategy to
succeed.
2. Mitigation: our service transformation activities help to support disabled people to
live independently in the community. We are delivering and designing new
services for the future that focus purely on achieving everyday equality for
disabled people and are working through a programme of co-production with our
users to ensure that these are fit for purpose. Our impact framework is now in
place and we report against this regularly, with our first annual impact report
published in 2019.
3. Coronavirus significantly impacts our ability to raise income through cancellation
of mass participation activity, closure of our stores and limits to effective
fundraising. This may place pressure on our financial sustainability both from
investment and fundraising returns.
4. Mitigation: We have limited the net impact to date of the pandemic by taking
advantage of government schemes and other cost savings which have largely
offset the income reduction in the short term. However, the impact on
fundraising will continue into future periods and a high level of uncertainty
remains. We hold a level of reserves, reviewed annually, to ensure that Scope
can continue to operate and deliver its services in the event of an unexpected or
sudden reduction in income or increase in costs. Regular and detailed review of
changes to leading indicators enable us to redirect resources and make cost
interventions where necessary to respond. Working to avoid drawdown of
investment balances during stock market volatility limits the effects of recognised
losses from our investment portfolio. Close working capital management is in
place.
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5. Public awareness of Scope is too low to help us achieve our strategic aims or our
public image or reputation is damaged by uncontrollable criticism or mixed
messages. This makes it more difficult for us to influence, to form strategic
partnerships and ultimately bring about change.
6. Mitigation: we regularly review and update a reputational risk management
process and risk register. We carefully plan communications around issues that
could damage our reputation, whilst ensuring that we retain a remit as the voice
of equality for disabled people in the public space. We have identified and
researched our core target audiences and implemented a communications
strategy to measure awareness and knowledge among these audiences. We will
monitor the impact of our communications, invest in brand awareness, and
continually check in with our supporters to ensure that we remain relevant.
7. Our technology may be vulnerable to attack and our Business Continuity Plans
may not be responsive enough.
8. Mitigation: we have an information security management framework to cover our
security culture, security processes and IT security tools and technology
(partnering with a specialist technical security provider), which is constantly reassessed in light of a changing environment. Our business continuity plans are in
the process of being refreshed and aligned to ensure that they are fit for purpose
alongside our current strategy.

Operational risks
•

Our financial targets are not met, making our longer-term financial position
unstable and limiting our ability to invest in our strategy, people and services.

•

Mitigation: Our annual budget is under regular review and reforecast as we respond
to the emerging impacts of coronavirus. We have updated our current-year and
multi-year forecasts to assess longer term impacts on our reserves alongside our
annual review of our reserves policy. This policy sets out how we will create and
manage designated funds and the level of assurance we need from our reserves,
which are regularly reported to our Board. Further governance processes are in
place and benchmarked to ensure that our authorisations for spend sit at an
appropriate level of skills and experience. Our key performance indicators are
under review to ensure they provide early sight of leading indicators for financial
performance.

•

We are unsuccessful at implementing the new models and ways of working needed
to deliver our Everyday Equality strategy.

•

Mitigation: the resources are made available to deliver on the strategy with the
appropriate level of skills and expertise. The right programme and project
management systems are used to capture and address risks within the risk
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framework. We complete a multi-year plan and budget, with regular re-forecasting
against both financial and operational metrics to enable us to course correct where
required. We are developing our partnership and co-production agendas to support
this.

Legal and regulatory risks
•

We fail to comply with relevant regulation or legislation, especially in relation to
Safeguarding, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Employment and
Company Law, and Health and Safety.

•

Mitigation: The Audit and Risk Committee regularly review our risk register and we
have specialist safeguarding, data, and health and safety leads in place. We
conduct regular horizon scanning against new legislation and seek independent
advice where in-house skills are unavailable. After the end of the financial year we
implemented a new safeguarding policy, which is clearly embedded in operational
processes and led by a team of two specialist safeguarding roles.

•

The People Committee has responsibility for oversight of Safeguarding activity. A
specialist Safeguarding trustee sits on the People Committee and provides expert
advice to the Board and Safeguarding Team. The Safeguarding Manager provides
an overview of strategic and operational activity and safeguarding concerns to the
People Committee six times per year. The People Committee reports safeguarding
risks to the Audit and Risk Committee, and the Board as appropriate at least once
per year.

•

A 2-year Safeguarding Strategy has been developed and will be reviewed and
reported on to the Executive Leadership, the Safeguarding Steering Group, the
People Committee, and to the Board. The Safeguarding Strategy is complemented
by a Corporate Safeguarding work plan which sets out SMART objectives which
will be monitored by the Safeguarding Steering Group and People Committee.
Further information is provided in the governance section below.
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Financial risk management
During our day-to-day operations, we need to manage a variety of financial
factors, such as credit, liquidity and interest rate risks.
We use different control mechanisms to manage these.

Credit risk
This relates to the risk that another party fails to honour its financial obligations
to us and, consequently, we suffer a monetary loss.
We are exposed to credit risk from our investment assets, but the risk is relatively
small due to the type of investments held and the track record of our investment
manager:
•

Our investments of £39.2 million are managed by Royal London Asset Management
(RLAM), an A-credit-rated organisation. RLAM’s investment performance and credit
rating are overseen by our Finance Committee.

•

Our main cash balances of £1.2 million are held in accounts managed by the Royal
Bank of Scotland (RBS) NatWest Group. Smaller cash management arrangements
are also held with other UK based clearing banks. The credit rating of all these
banks is considered when reviewing credit risk.
We do not invest in or have anything to do with transactions involving derivatives
or working capital.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is being unable to raise enough cash to meet our obligations when
they fall due. We manage our liquidity risk by making sure we manage our cash
flow effectively, tracking working capital and net current assets. We keep
sufficient cash balances to cover our predicted obligations. We also have access
to £9.9 million of cash investments, which we can access within 48 hours.

Interest rate risk
When the value of financial instruments or future cash flows changes because of
interest rates, there is an interest rate risk. As at 31 March 2020, we no longer
hold any interest-bearing loans or working capital facilities.
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Market risk
As no derivatives are traded, there is no difference between the fair value and
market value for the investments in bond assets and liabilities included within our
financial statements. There are no other market exposures as funds are held in
equities, bonds, cash or cash equivalents.
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Our structure, governance and management
How Scope is constituted
Scope is led by our Board of Trustees who serve as directors under company law.
The Standing Orders of the Board of Scope set out the regulations for the
conduct of the Board of Trustees and its Committees and were adopted by the
Board of Trustees at its meeting on 24 September 2010. The Memorandum and
Articles is the governing and prevailing document of the charity. In the case of
any conflict between the provisions of the Standing Orders and the Articles of
Association, the latter will prevail.
Scope is a registered charity (Charity Commission number 208231) and is a
private company limited by guarantee without share capital (Companies House
number 520866). It operates throughout England and Wales and was
incorporated on 20 June 1953.
Scope and all its subsidiaries are registered at: Scope, 2nd Floor, Here East, Press
Centre, 14 East Bay Lane, London, England, E15 2GW.

Methods used to recruit and appoint new charity trustees
The key constitutional provisions for appointment are Articles 32 to 36, as
follows:
32. The number of Trustees shall not be less than seven nor more than ten
(which shall include the Chair).
33. Save for the Chair of the Board, who shall be appointed in accordance with
Article 34, Trustees shall be elected by the Members at the Annual General
Meeting from amongst persons nominated for election by a committee
established by the Board with delegated authority to make such nominations.
34. The Chair of the Board shall be appointed by the Board at its first meeting
following the Annual General Meeting in each year upon receiving a nomination
by a committee established by the Board with delegated authority to make such
nominations. The Board may refuse any person so nominated, in which case that
committee shall nominate another individual to act as Chair. Upon their
appointment, the Chair shall (if they are not already a Trustee) automatically
become a Trustee.
35. The Board shall have power to co-opt any person to be a Trustee, but the
total number of Trustees shall not exceed the number determined under Article
32. Any person so co-opted shall only serve in office until the next Annual
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General Meeting at which time they may be re-appointed by the Members if they
have been nominated for election in accordance with Article 33.
36. Upon their appointment as a Trustee, a person shall automatically become a
Member and they shall sign the Register accordingly.

Nominations Panel
We have a Nominations Panel to make sure people who join the Board and its
sub-committees have the skills, experience and expertise to govern to the high
standards our customers, partners and supporters demand. The Panel oversees
the search for and recruitment of Trustees and Independent Committee Members.
The Nominations Panel reports to our People Committee.
Standing Order No.2 – 2.1A notes that:
The Board shall establish a committee (the “Nominations Panel”) with delegated
authority to make nominations for the election of the Chair and Trustees in
accordance with Articles 33 and 34.
Once a Trustee is elected by the Members, they can serve a three-year term.
They can then serve a maximum of a further three years if they and the
members agree.
Our Trustees volunteer their time and do not receive any rewards or benefits. Any
expenses reclaimed by Trustees are in our financial statements.

Use of trustee brokerage services
Research by the Charity Commission shows that, whilst traditional methods for
recruiting new trustees – personal recommendation and word of mouth – are still
widely used, they are not necessarily the most effective ways of finding the
people with the skills which the trustees have identified. These methods limit the
field from which trustees can be drawn and therefore often reduce diversity.
Using wider and more inclusive methods of searching for new trustees, such as
advertising and using trustee brokerage services, can access a wider range of
applicants and the Commission recommends that trustees consider these
methods.
Accordingly, in 2019, we appointed two companies to provide such a service, one
for trustees generally and one specifically to source candidates for the role of
Chair of Scope.
Recruitment proposals consider the skills of the trustees and Independent
Committee Members and seek to address any gaps in existing skills and
experience.
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How we make decisions
Article 39 of our Memorandum and Articles of Association says the Board ‘may
make rules with respect to the carrying into effect of all or any of the purposes
of the Company or all or any of the provisions of these Articles’.
The Board uses different governing documents to help it make the rules, including
the following:
•

The Standing Orders of the Board of Scope sets out the regulations for the Board
of Trustees, its Committees and people working for and with us. It shows how the
Board can delegate authority to individuals, the Executive, Committees and working
groups.

•

The Scheme of Delegation sets out what powers are delegated to staff through the
Chief Executive, and which stay with the Board. The Scheme is a tool for decision
making and giving guidance to staff, so decisions are made by the right person or
group.
The Chief Executive is responsible for the operational management of Scope and
regularly reports important issues and updates to the Board of Trustees.

Induction and training of trustees
The Standing Orders set out the policy on trustee training, skills analysis and how
the Board is evaluated. This includes annual appraisals, the identification of
ongoing training needs and induction training.
We provide all trustees with a full induction once they start. The induction
provides a detailed briefing on the legal roles of trustees and directors, as well as
of our history, structure, mission and purpose. Face-to-face induction of some
new trustees was partially impacted by the coronavirus lockdown period.
However, online meetings were enabled with key stakeholders instead.
As part of the role, trustees regularly visit our services and shops. They get time
to meet staff and volunteers and gain first-hand experience of what we do and
how we do it.
Each trustee has an annual one-to-one appraisal with the Chair of the Board.
This is an opportunity to set objectives and discuss training needs.

The Board of Trustees and its committees
Charities exist to fulfil their charitable purposes. We are governed by our Board
of Trustees who have a responsibility to understand the environment in which
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Scope operates and to lead us in fulfilling its purposes as effectively as possible
with the resources available. To do otherwise would be failing beneficiaries,
funders and supporters. The Board’s core role is a focus on strategy,
performance and assurance.
As well as the main Board, four standing Committees report on specific issues:
•

Audit and Risk

•

Customer and Supporter

•

Finance

•

People

Each Committee has agreed terms of reference. Membership of all Committees
include both members of the Board of Trustees and Independent Members.
Independent Members play an important governance role. Their contribution
helps ensure advice and assurance through the committee structure is informed
by the relevant expertise and experience. The role is also designed to provide the
opportunity to develop leadership skills and help them become a trustee in the
future.
The Chairs of each Committee report to the Board of Trustees at every Board
meeting, presenting the most important activities undertaken and decisions they
have made. The Committees also give the Board their support and advice in their
specific areas, ensuring the Board is fully equipped with knowledge, expertise and
experience, whatever the subject.
The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the corporate assurance framework, the
internal and external auditing and risk management.
The Customer and Supporter Committee helps us build stronger relationships
with customers, partners, funders and supporters. The Committee ensures our
fundraising complies with all the necessary legislation, guidance and regulations.
This committee was inactive for part of this year and we plan a major refresh in
the year to 31 March 2021.
The Finance Committee makes sure we use our financial resources and assets
appropriately.
The People Committee supports us and our Board with all matters relating to our
staff, volunteers, trustees and Independent Committee Members.
This includes oversight of safeguarding, recruitment, training, inductions,
employment terms and conditions, and remuneration.
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Scope Assembly
The Scope Assembly is elected by the membership to take members’ views to
trustees and the Executive Leadership Team. The Assembly gives members the
opportunity to hear news and updates and give feedback on decisions and
initiatives.

Charity Governance Code
The Board of Trustees considers Scope to have high-quality governance
arrangements. In 2017/18, we started using the Charity Governance Code to
review and improve our governance arrangements. In 2019, the Board of Trustees
agreed to fully adopt the Code.
We have fully adopted the Charity Governance Code and with a new Chair we are
planning to have an external review of governance in 2021.

Our directors and trustees
The trustees in office during the year and up to the date of signing the financial
statements are:
Alexander Massey
Andrew Hooke, Hon. Treasurer
Andrew McDonald, Chair of Scope (Retired 24 October 2019)
Celia Atherton (Retired 23 November 2019)
Claire Flint
Donna Glover (Appointed 16 April 2020)
Joseph Barrell (Resigned 16 January 2020)
Mark Johnstone (Appointed 2 January 2020)
Matthew Johnston (Appointed 29 November 2019)
Rebecca Simmonds
Robin Hindle Fisher
Robin Millar (Appointed 30 June 2020), Chair Designate

Chief Executive
Mark Hodgkinson
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Legal and administrative details
Independent auditors
Moore Kingston Smith LLP, Devonshire House, 60 Goswell Road, London, EC1M
7AD

Solicitors
Anthony Collins Solicitors, 76 King Street, Manchester, M2 4NH

Bankers
National Westminster Bank plc, City of London Office, Corporate Business Centre,
PO Box 12263, 1 Princes Street, London, EC2R 8PH

Investment advisers
Royal London Asset Management, 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0UF

Company secretary
Joy Walton

Registered office
Scope and all subsidiaries are registered at Here East Press Centre, 14 East Bay
Lane, London, E15 2GW
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Promoting success
The Directors of Scope, as those of all ‘large’ UK companies, must act in
accordance with a clearly defined set of duties which are enshrined in s172 of the
Companies Act 2006. Namely ‘the directors of a company must act in a way they
consider, in good faith, would most likely promote the success of the company for
the benefit of its members as a whole. In doing so, the directors must have
regard, amongst other things, to:
•

the likely consequences of any decision in the long term

•

the interests of the company's employees

•

the need to foster the company's business relationships with suppliers, customers
and others

•

the impact of the company's operations on the community and the environment

•

the desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of
business conduct

•

the need to act fairly between members of the company

As part of their induction, directors are briefed on these duties and can access
professional advice on these as necessary - either from the Company Secretary
or independently. Within Scope, the Directors fulfil their duties partly through a
clearly defined governance framework, delegating day-to-day operations to the
executive team and sub-committees of the Board in line with the terms of
reference. Both of these activities are described in greater detail above.
The following paragraphs further detail how Scope’s director’s exercise their
duties:

Planning and Decision Making
There are clear processes in place around annual and longer term planning,
supported by the devolved activity of the Finance Committee, alongside
investment review panels held by the executive team. Larger financial, or
strategic decisions are taken in line with Scope’s scheme of delegation, which sets
out the parameters for delegated approvals from the Directors. Investment of
Scope’s reserves is discussed in greater detail on pages 12-13 (the reserves
policy), with delivery of sustainable impact against Scope’s mission being the
driving factor.
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Our Colleagues
Scope’s people are central to our ability to deliver against Everyday Equality and
support those who need it the most. We have a clear set of values, linked to our
mission and are committed to being both an inclusive, diverse and flexible
employer. For our services and activities to succeed we need to attract and
retain talented individuals, who we support through clear performance
management processes, who live and breathe our values and who reflect those
we seek to serve.
Colleagues are invited to participate in regular ‘Pulse’ surveys which aim to draw
out points of focus for the Executive and Director’s, the results of which are
broadly shared. The senior leadership team meet on a regular basis to discuss
key activities, ways of working and cascade messages throughout the
organisation, in addition to sharing feedback from board or sub-committee
sessions. The People Committee is crucial within this framework. Information on
gender pay and reporting, diversity and inclusion and disability and wellbeing is
given below.
Glassdoor an established independent ratings website, is a source of company
information used by many job hunters to get an inside view on the company. Our
employer score sittings at 3.1 out of 5. This compares favourably to other
charities in our sector. Indeed, a large job website, collates millions of company
reviews and Scope’s employer rating is 4.2, our top scores coming in the culture
and work-life balance categories.

Business relationships and fundraising
The relationships with Scope’s members, volunteers, customers and suppliers are
critical to the successful delivery of Scope’s mission. The Directors understand
and monitor key supplier and contractual relationships to ensure the effective
management of both value for money and risks. Outside of the work undertaken
within our policy and change areas, Scope’s key relationships are with our
fundraising partners – see Fundraising governance below.

Community and the environment
Supporting our customers within their communities is at the heart of Everyday
Equality. Since the divestment of our regulated day services, we have sought to
provide support in the ways that our customers can best access it - across the
country with a local focus, nationally delivered. The work that we undertake with
Government, supporting social change through policy and education underpins
this.
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We have sought to get ahead in terms of considering, and then minimising, the
impact that we have on our world whilst we work to deliver our Everyday
Equality agenda. We have a number of initiatives in place to support this and
where possible we work with suppliers who are equally conscious of their impact
on the environment. Information about our environmental impact and reporting is
shown on page 15.
Our members and the Scope Assembly:
Acting fairly and listening openly to the views of all of Scope’s members is a
fundamental tenet of our business. Scope has 634 members as at 31 March
2020.
The Scope Assembly is elected by the membership to take members’ views to
trustees and the Executive Leadership Team. The Assembly gives members the
opportunity to hear news and updates and give feedback on decisions and
initiatives.

Fundraising governance
We fundraise to deliver everyday equality for disabled people. We do this by
providing direct services and by campaigning to change society.
Our supporters volunteer their time, donate money, fundraise on our behalf, take
part in events, campaign, raise awareness and give us their expertise so we are
even more effective.
Support from corporate partnerships, charitable trusts and high net worth
individuals fund our innovative and evidence-based services. Financial investment
and pro-bono support mean we can increase our reach, amplify our voice and
make even more impact on the lives of disabled people.
We have the highest standards of professional fundraising and encourage our
staff to join the Institute of Fundraising’s training courses and specialist interest
groups. We subscribe to the Fundraising Regulator to ensure that we are
respectful, open, honest and accountable in line with our organisational values.
We are transparent about how we raise and use public donations and the impact
they have on the lives of disabled people and their families.
We take great care in choosing third party suppliers and regularly monitor how
they are fundraising on our behalf. We mystery shop and shadow our agencies
very regularly so we’re confident they’re displaying the standards we expect of
them.
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We work hard to give our supporters the best possible experience of Scope. But
we understand things can go wrong and we take all concerns and complaints
seriously. We provide a complaints procedure through our website.
CC20, published by the Charity Commission, gives trustees guidance on their duty
to oversee their organisation’s fundraising. The Board of Trustees has received
guidance and updates on fundraising best practice.

GDPR compliance
We continue to comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
review data governance and contact permissions.
We are looking to improve our information security and data protection posture.
We are in the process of implementing updated security products, for example a
data back-up solution, our web and mail gateway and introducing multi-factor
authentication as we work towards achieving Cyber Essentials status.

Gender pay
Although this year’s gender pay reporting requirement was suspended, we have
continued to measure and report. Most of our workforce is female: 78% women,
22% men. Our gender pay gap shows a mean of 29.7%.
Divesting our regulated and day services has continued to have an adverse effect
on our current gender pay gap and we have taken significant actions to begin to
address the gap. We introduced an Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Adviser role
in November 2019, one of their key priorities over the next year is to focus on
gender pay. We joined a charity sector mentoring scheme, which started in
January 2020 with the majority of those mentored at Scope being female. Our
senior executive team is smaller and has a different gender make-up than at this
point last year, with women making up 80% of the team in 2019/20. This matches
the overall gender split of the organisation.
Our gender pay will show an improvement going forward and we are committed
to continuing to reduce the gap.

Safeguarding
The Board of Trustees is committed to promoting the welfare and wellbeing of
children and adults at risk and makes sure there is the right level of protection
and safeguarding for anyone who connects with Scope. The Board of Trustees is
ultimately responsible for safeguarding at Scope, and makes sure incidents and
allegations are handled with speed, efficiency and rigour.
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Scope has a Lead Trustee for Safeguarding; they share the responsibility for
Safeguarding equally with the rest of the Board but have specific skills and
experience to help drive forward best practice.
The People Committee meets six times per year and has oversight of
safeguarding. Safeguarding is on every agenda. At Executive level, the CEO has
responsibility for Safeguarding. Additionally, all leaders are responsible for
setting the standard and modelling behaviour that reflects our values, complies
with policy and procedure, and protects customer and colleagues.
We have a Safeguarding Steering Group which meets six times per year. It
supports and reviews the progress of the Safeguarding Strategy. We have two
full-time equivalent safeguarding professionals who ensure safeguarding
responses are appropriate, consistent and that the individual’s wishes and rights
are upheld. They also ensure that all our staff and volunteers are provided with a
level of safeguarding training.
Alongside other serious incident reporting, we report safeguarding incidents to
the Charity Commission and other relevant regulators in line with our Reporting
Serious Incidents Guidance.

Directors and trustees’ indemnity
During the year we had in place an indemnity provision in favour of one or more
of our directors and trustees against liability in respect of proceedings brought by
third parties, subject to the conditions set out in section 234 of the Companies Act
2006. This third-party indemnity provision remains in force as at the date of
approving the Trustees’ Report.

How senior pay is set
We set the pay and reward for senior staff by:
•

evaluating the role against others in Scope from different job families to make our
pay structure consistent and

•

using market data from sector pay surveys and reports
We set pay levels at the sector median. To make sure we are doing all we can to
achieve our mission, there is some flexibility on pay and reward so we can work
with the best people. Our overall policy on pay and reward is agreed by the
People Committee and approved by the Board of Trustees. This includes
recommendations from the Chief Executive on the Executive Leadership Team’s
pay. The Committee also recommends to the Board of Trustees the Chief
Executive’s pay.
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We ensure all senior staff are continually improving their performance through
feedback on their contribution to achieving our objectives and identifying any
development needs.

Role
Chief Executive

Gross salary
Employer
Retention
for the year
pension
and
Total
ended 31 March contributions performance
financial
2020 (£) in 2019/20 (£)
bonus (£) reward (£)
150,000
150,000

Executive Director of Engagement,
Enterprise and Delivery
Executive Director of Finance and
IT
Executive Director of Strategy*
Impact and Social Change

115,022

3,216

-

118,238

120,850

13,754

-

134,604

87,145

6,803

-

93,948

Executive Director of Retail

70,042

3,801

-

73,843

Executive Director of People
Executive Director of Customer
Strategy and Experience*

78,329

3,472

-

81,801

33,818

3,885

-

37,703

Chief Digital Officer*

22,655

585

-

23,240

*These roles have been removed during the financial year as a result of the company reorganisation.

Diversity and inclusion
Delivering equality for disabled people is fundamental to what we do and how we
work. We are building a culture where difference is celebrated, especially in
relation to disability, and where every individual gets involved to make a
difference. We know diversity and inclusion, at all levels, drives innovation, good
decision making and better results.
We are determined to be the benchmark for positive employment opportunities
for disabled people, while supporting diversity in all its forms. We are still
learning and know we can do more. We must lead by example on disability
equality if we are to be a role model for other employers.
At Scope, we were proud to be one of the first organisations to publicly report on
the experiences of our disabled and non-disabled employees.

Reporting on disability and wellbeing
We believe that all disabled people who can and want to work should have the
opportunity to do so. Only 50% of disabled people are in work, compared to 80%
of non-disabled people. This is known as the disability employment gap.
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We are set to publish our second disability and wellbeing report in Autumn 2020.
The report will build on last year’s report and include some new data. A pulse
survey completed by around half of our staff in January 2020 showed that a
quarter of respondents have reasonable adjustments made for them. We are also
pleased to report that satisfaction with reasonable adjustments rose to nearly
three-quarters of respondents being satisfied or very satisfied. This is an increase
of 25%.
Also, for the first time we reported on disability pay and are pleased to say that
Scope has a disability pay advantage.
•

Our mean disability pay gap is -1.5% (this means that using a mean average,
disabled staff are paid 1.5% more than non-disabled colleagues).

•

Our median disability pay gap is -23.6% (this means that using a median average,
disabled staff are paid 23.6% more than their non-disabled colleagues).
We have analysed these figures further and discovered that in the most senior
and specialist roles at Scope, this pay advantage narrows and becomes a pay gap
for disabled people. We want to address this as a priority and our aim is to
recruit, retain and support more disabled people into senior roles to close this
gap.
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Statement of trustees’ responsibilities
The trustees (who are also Directors of Scope for the purposes of Company Law)
are responsible for preparing the Trustees’ Report (including the Strategic Report)
and the financial statements in accordance with applicable Law and regulations.
Company Law requires the Board of Trustees to prepare financial statements for
each financial year. Under that same Law, the Board of Trustees has prepared
the financial statements in accordance with United Kingdom Accounting
Standards, comprising FRS 102 ‘The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in
the UK and Republic of Ireland’, and applicable Law (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice).
Under Company Law, the trustees must not approve the financial statements
unless they are satisfied that they give a true and fair view of the state of the
affairs of the charitable company and the Group, and of the incoming resources
and application of resources, including the income and expenditure, of the
charitable Group for that period. In preparing these financial statements, the
trustees are required to:
•

select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently

•

observe the methods and principles in the ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities:
Statement of Recommended Practice 2015’ (‘Charities SORP’)

•

make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent

•

state whether FRS 102 ‘The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland’ has been followed, subject to any material departures disclosed
and explained in the financial statements

•

prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the charitable company will continue in business
The Board of Trustees is responsible for keeping adequate accounting records
that are sufficient to show and explain the charitable company’s transactions and
disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the
charitable company and the Group and enable them to ensure that the financial
statements comply with the Companies Act 2006.
They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charitable company
and the group and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and
detection of fraud and other irregularities.
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In so far as the Board of Trustees is aware:
•

there is no relevant audit information of which the company’s auditors are unaware

•

they have taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as trustees to make
themselves aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the
company’s auditors are aware of that information
The Board of Trustees is responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the
charitable company’s website. Legislation in the UK governing the preparation
and dissemination of financial statements may be different from legislation in
other jurisdictions.
The Trustees Report and Strategic Report were signed on behalf of the Trustees
by:

Robin Millar
Trustee

Mark Johnstone
Trustee

Date: 25 September 2020
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the
Members of Scope
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Scope (‘the company’) for the year
ended 31 March 2020 which comprise Group Statement of Financial Activities, the
Group Summary Income and Expenditure Account, the Group and Parent
Charitable Company Balance Sheets, the Group Cash Flow Statement and notes
to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting
policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their
preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards,
including Financial Reporting Standard 102 The Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).
In our opinion the financial statements:
•

give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and the parent charitable
company’s affairs as at 31 March 2020 and of the group’s incoming resources and
application of resources, including its income and expenditure, for the year then
ended;

•

have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice; and

•

have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act
2006.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing
(UK) (ISAs(UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are
further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the charitable company
in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the
financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have
fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion.
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Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which
the ISAs (UK) require us to report to you where:
•

the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the
financial statements is not appropriate; or

•

the trustees have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the group’s and parent
charitable company’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern basis of
accounting for a period of at least twelve months from the date when the financial
statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The other information comprises the information included in the annual report,
other than the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. The trustees
are responsible for the other information. Our opinion on the financial statements
does not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise
explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance
conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to
read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other
information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our
knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If we identify such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements,
we are required to determine whether there is a material misstatement in the
financial statements or a material misstatement of the other information. If,
based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.
We have nothing to report in this regard.

Opinions on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit:
•

the information given in the trustees’ annual report for the financial year for which
the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements;
and
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•

trustees’ annual report have been prepared in accordance with applicable legal
requirements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the group and parent
charitable company and its environment obtained in the course of the audit, we
have not identified material misstatements in the trustees’ annual report.
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the
Companies Act 2006 requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:
•

the parent charitable company has not kept adequate and sufficient accounting
records, or returns adequate for our audit have not been received from branches
not visited by us; or

•

the parent charitable company’s financial statements are not in agreement with
the accounting records and returns; or

•

certain disclosures of trustees’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or

•

we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.

Responsibilities of trustees
As explained more fully in the trustees’ responsibilities statement set out on page
32, the trustees (who are also the directors of the charitable company for the
purposes of company law) are responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for
such internal control as the trustees determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are responsible for assessing
the group and parent charitable company’s ability to continue as a going concern,
disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the trustees either intend to liquidate the
group or parent charitable company or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
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audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs (UK) we exercise professional
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to
those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.

•

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purposes of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the group and parent
charitable company’s internal control.

•

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the trustees.

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the group and parent charitable company’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report. However, future events or conditions may cause the group or parent
charitable company to cease to continue as a going concern.

•

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation.

•

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of
the entities or business activities within the group to express an opinion on the
consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision
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and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit
report.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings,
including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during
our audit.

Use of our report
This report is made solely to the charitable company's members, as a body, in
accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006. Our audit work
has been undertaken so that we might state to the charitable company's
members those matters which we are required to state to them in an auditor's
report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not
accept or assume responsibility to any party other than the charitable company
and charitable company's members as a body, for our audit work, for this report,
or for the opinions we have formed.

Andrew Stickland (Senior Statutory Auditor)
for and on behalf of Moore Kingston Smith LLP, Statutory Auditor
Devonshire House
60 Goswell Road
London
EC1M 7AD

Date: 2 October 2020
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Group statement of financial activities
(Incorporating an income and expenditure account)
For the year ended 31 March 2020
2020

2019

Unrestricted
funds

Restricted
funds

Total
funds

Unrestricted
funds

Restricted
funds

Total
funds

Note

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

Donations and legacies

3

13,570

1,006

14,576

15,089

592

15,681

Other trading activities

4

21,182

-

21,182

22,861

–

22,861

Investments

5

771

-

771

849

–

849

Income and endowments from:

Charitable activities:
Fees

577

-

577

417

–

417

Grants

6

42

468

510

49

684

733

Sales and ancillary income

7

2,875

18

2,893

2,094

–

2,094

Other

8

431

-

431

9,448

–

9,448

Divested Income

9

94

17

111

2,504

(33)

2,471

39,542

1,509

41,051

53,311

1,243

54,554

11

32,712

61

32,773

36,927

4

36,931

Attraction and Experience

11

839

-

839

455

-

455

Be Financially Secure

11

621

726

1,347

792

631

1,423

Cross Theme

11

904

-

904

1,134

–

1,134

Get the Best Start In Life

11

1,166

-

1,166

722

238

960

Growth

11

868

-

868

660

–

660

Live the Life I Choose

11

22

217

239

90

177

267

Delivery

11

491

806

1,297

464

203

667

Information, Advice, Employment

11

607

22

629

582

–

582

Influencing and Campaigning

11

2,110

8

2,118

2,468
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2,521

Strategic Spend

11

2,751

-

2,751

3,877

–

3,877

Divested Services (Income)/Expenditure

11

(72)

-

(72)

2,779

119

2,898

Governance

11

175

-

175

230

–

230

Closure of subsidiary

11

-

-

-

505

–

505

Total expenditure

11

43,194

1,840

45,034

51,685

1,425

53,110

Net (losses)/gains on investments

15

(344)

-

(344)

730

-

730

Total income and endowments
Expenditure on:
Raising funds
Charitable activities:

Net income/(expenditure)

(3,996)

(331)

(4,327)

2,356

(182)

2,174

Transfers between funds

22

825

(825)

-

346

(356)

(10)

Actuarial gain/(loss) on defined benefit
pension schemes

31

247

-

247

998

-

998

Net movement in funds

(2,924)

(1,156)

(4,080)

3,700

(538)

3,162

Fund balances brought forward at 1 April

43,698

3,037

46,735

39,998

3,575

43,573

Fund balances carried forward at 31 March

40,774

1,881

42,655

43,698

3,037

46,735

There were no gains or losses during the year other than those included in the
statement of financial activities. There is no material difference between the net
incoming resources before other recognised gains and losses and their historic
cost equivalent.
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Group and charity balance sheets
As at 31 March 2020

Group

Charity

2020

2019

2020

2019

Note

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

Tangible assets

14

2,285

2,833

2,285

2,833

Investments

15

Fixed assets

Total fixed assets

39,178

44,022

39,178

44,022

41,463

46,855

41,463

46,855

Current assets
Stocks
Debtors

18

Cash at bank and in hand
Total current assets
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

19

Net current assets
Total assets less current liabilities
Creditors: amount falling due after more than one year
Provision for liabilities and charges

21

Defined benefit pension liability

31

Net assets

420

330

-

-

7,038

6,679

7,259

6,765

1,230

1,167

1,175

1,123

8,688

8,176

8,434

7,888

(3,251)

(4,915)

(3,600)

(5,528)

5,437

3,261

4,834

2,360

46,900

50,116

46,297

49,215

-

-

-

-

(2,943)

(2,434)

(2,943)

(2,434)

(1,302)

(947)

(1,302)

(947)

42,655

46,735

42,052

45,834

Funds
Restricted income funds

22

1,881

3,037

1,881

3,037

Unrestricted income funds (including investment revaluation reserve)

22

34,191

35,096

33,588

34,195

Designated funds – strategic development

22

1,878

3,856

1,878

3,856

Designated funds – pension

22

4,705

4,746

4,705

4,746

42,655

46,735

42,052

45,834

Total funds

We have a defined benefit pension scheme which is closed and in surplus. See
note 31 for details.
The notes on pages 41 to 72 form part of these financial statements.
The financial statements on pages 39 to 72 were approved by the Board of
Trustees on 25 September 2020 and signed on its behalf by:

Robin Millar
Trustee
Company number: 520866

Mark Johnstone
Trustee
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Group cash flow statement
For the year ended 31 March 2020
Group
2020

2019

Note

£000

£000

A

(5,477)

(8,952)

771

845

–

4

(300)

(851)

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net cash used in operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Investment income received
Interest received
Purchase of tangible fixed assets
Sale of tangible fixed assets

569

22,807

Purchase of fixed asset investments

(380)

(18,650)

Sale of fixed asset investments

4,880

4,100

-

505

5,540

8,760

Capitalised interest on loan

–

–

Capital repayments of property loans

–

–

Interest repayments of property loans

–

–

Net cash used in financing activities

–

–

63

(192)

1,167

1,359

1,230

1,167

Closure of subsidiary
Net cash provided by investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:

Change in cash and cash equivalents in the reporting period
Cash brought forward at 1 April
Cash carried forward at 31 March
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Note A to Group cash flow statement
Reconciliation of net income to net cash flow from operating activities
Group

Net income for the reporting period
Adjustments for:

2020
£000

2019
£000

(4,080)

3,162

Net losses/(gains) on investments

344

(730)

Investment income received

(771)

(845)

–

(4)

714

816

(431)

(9,378)

(4)

–

(90)

(8)

(Increase)/Decrease in debtors

(359)

5,261

(Decrease)/Increase in creditors

(1,664)

(8,256)

864

1,030

(5,477)

(8,952)

Interest receivable
Depreciation charges
Profit on sale of tangible fixed assets
Other gains
(Increase)/Decrease in stock

Increase/(Decrease) in provisions for liabilities and charges
Net cash used in operating activities
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Notes to the financial statements
1. Accounting policies
Basis of preparation
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with:
•

the Charities Act 2011

•

the ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice
2015’ (‘Charities SORP’) published in July 2014

•

applicable accounting and reporting standards in the United Kingdom, including
Financial Reporting Standard 102, ‘The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in
the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland’ (‘FRS 102’)

•

the Companies Act 2006

The particular accounting policies adopted by the Board of Trustees are applied
consistently year on year across the Group and are described below.
The financial statements are prepared on a ‘going concern’ basis, under the
historical cost convention as modified by the revaluation of investments.
The Board of trustees of Scope have assessed the implications of the Covid-19
pandemic to the financial health of the Charity and continue to support the
appropriate use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of
Scope's financial statements. The charity has been able to adapt delivery of its
services and has put in place mitigations to support the financial stress caused by
the closure of its stores, including taking advantage of the various Government
interventions available. Based on the actions taken and significant level of
reserves, the trustees do not expect the pandemic to adversely affect the ability
of the charity to continue in operation for at least twelve months from the date
of approval of the financial statements.
The charity has taken advantage of the exemption from preparing a cash flow
statement under FRS 102. The cash flows of the charity are included in the
consolidated financial statements. The charity is a public benefit entity.
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Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group incorporate the financial
statements of Scope and its subsidiary undertakings. The total incoming
resources attributable to the charity were £40.2 million (compared to £52.9
million in 2018/19). The net incoming resources attributable to the charity before
transfers were:
•

pension scheme actuarial gains of £247,000 (compared to £1 million in 2018/19)

•

investment loss of £344,000 (compared to a gain of £730,000 in 2018/19)
There were no other recognised gains and losses attributable to the charity.
As permitted by section 408 of the Companies Act 2006, and FRS 102, no
separate statement of financial activities is presented in respect of the parent
charity. Subsidiaries are included in these financial statements on a line-by-line
basis.

Incoming resources
All income is recognised in the statement of financial activities when:
•

the conditions for receipt have been met (that is, there is entitlement to the funds)

•

it is at least probable that the funds will be received

•

the funds can be reliably measured
The following accounting policies are applied to income:

Fees for services
Fees are recognised when the services have been provided. Income received in
advance is deferred until the service has been provided. At Scope it is usual that
the Fee is invoiced after the service has been provided.

Grants receivable from government bodies for revenue expenditure
Grants are recognised when the conditions for entitlement have been met.
Evidence of entitlement will usually exist when the formal offer of funding is
communicated in writing to the charity. However, some grants will contain terms
or conditions that must be met before the charity has entitlement to the
resources. Grants received before the conditions have been met are deferred and
included in creditors at year end.
Grant funding agreements may contain conditions that specify the services to be
performed by a charity in receipt of a grant. For example, the grant may be in the
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form of a service level agreement where the conditions for payment are linked to
the achievement of a particular level of service or the units of output delivered.
Income is only recognised to the extent that the charity has provided the
specified goods or services as entitlement to the grant only occurs when the
performance-related conditions are met.
Donor imposed conditions may also specify the time period over which the
expenditure of resources on a service can take place. Specification of a time
period may amount to a pre-condition for use that limits the charity’s ability to
spend a grant or donation until it has performed the activity related to the
specified time period.
We identify whether the funding agreement is a performance-related grant or a
contract. This is important because the consequence of non-compliance with
performance-related conditions and the liability for non-performance of a
contract differ.

Sales and ancillary income
Sales income comprises income for rent receivable, sponsorship and other
incoming resources from charitable activities. Sales and ancillary income is
recognised on the date of sale.
Rent receivable is recognised over the rental period.

Profit and loss on sale of asset
Upon the disposal of Scope assets the net book value of the asset is allocated to
the associated receipt. If the net book value exceeds the receipt this is considered
to be a loss on the sale of asset and is recognised as reduced income. If the
receipt exceeds the net book value this is recognised as profit on the sale of
asset and income.

Intellectual property licencing
Royalties are payments made by one company (the licensee) to Scope (the
licensor) in exchange for the right to use intellectual property or physical assets
owned by Scope.
Royalty income is recognised on the date of the related sale and invoices are
raised in the Scope (IP) Ltd.
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Gift Aid
Gift aid is accrued at the point of sale. Once consent has been obtained then the
income is recognised and the accrual reversed.

Donations in kind
Donations in kind (including pro-bono work) are recognised at their value to
Scope when received and an equivalent amount is included in the appropriate
category of expenditure.
Assets given for use by Scope are recognised as incoming resources at their
estimated fair value when received. An equivalent amount is included in the
appropriate cost line. If they form part of the fixed assets at the year end, they
are included in the balance sheet at the value at which the gift was included in
incoming resources.
The financial statements do not include volunteer time used in preparing items
for sale as this cannot be reliably estimated.

Restricted donations including corporate donations
Restricted donations are where donors put specific conditions on how their funds
are to be used by the charity. Restricted donations are recognised when the
conditions for entitlement have been met. Reference to these conditions will
determine whether income is recognised upon receipt or deferred.

Donations including Events and Individual Giving
As a public benefit entity, Scope receives various donations as non-exchange
transactions.
General donations and donations from fundraising events are included in income
when received. Gift Aid to which Scope is entitled but is not yet received at the
year-end is included in incoming resources in the statement of financial activities
and shown as a debtor in the balance sheet.
Other income from fundraising events is recognised on delivery of the event.

Individual giving, face-to-face
This is a regular donation that is recognised as soon as it is received. This income
is recognised gross and any fee charged for fundraising including by a third party
is recorded as a fundraising expense.
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Legacies
Legacy income is recognised when the amount receivable can be reliably
measured and it is probable that it will be received. Legacies where the value
cannot be reliably measured are excluded from the accounts until such time as
measurement becomes possible. Receipt is normally probable when:
•

there has been grant of probate

•

the executors have established that there are sufficient assets in the estate, after
settling any liabilities, to pay the legacy, and

•

any conditions attached to the legacy are either within the control of the charity
or have been met
Where Scope may have entitlement to a legacy but there is uncertainty as to the
amount of the payment, for example, the legacy may be subject to challenge or if
the interest of the charity in a pecuniary or residuary legacy cannot be measured
reliably, details of the legacy will be disclosed as a contingent asset until the
criteria for income recognition are met.

Retail income
Retail income, including donated goods for sale in our shops, is recognised as
income when the sale takes place. Where a claim for Gift Aid has been or will be
made, such income is grossed up for the tax recoverable, and also recognised at
the date of sale.
Gift aid is accrued and recognised when the donor has given consent for us to
make a gift aid claim.

Concession and bought-in goods income
Concession and bought-in goods income is recognised at point of sale. All
concession income is subject to output VAT and is recognised in the retail trading
company “Scope Central Trading Limited”.

Investment income
Investment income is recognised when receivable.

Mindful Monsters, subscription and donation
This is a subscription product that customers pay monthly or annually by direct
debit. After 12 months, some subscribers choose to alter their subscription to a
donation. Income is recognised over the period to which it relates.
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Resources expended
All resources expended have been accounted for on an accruals basis. Support
costs, which are not directly attributable to raising income or charitable activities,
are allocated to categories of activities on an appropriate basis (note 11).
Irrecoverable VAT is included with the expense item to which it relates.

Charitable expenditure
This includes all expenditure directly related to the delivery of our mission and
comprises:

Attraction and experience
Provides quality assurance about the delivery, outcomes and impact of our
services, and gathers evidence to support policy and influencing.

Be financially secure
Increases the number of disabled people in employment and drives down the
extra costs of disability. We achieve this by providing national and local
employment services, working with government to shape legislation, campaigning
to tackle extra costs, and encouraging employers to create more inclusive
workplaces.

Cross theme
Delivers services which work across a number of our objectives, for example the
delivery of a national helpline, online information and advice and an online
community.

Get the best start in life
Campaigns for equality for disabled children and their families by working with
parents to effect change at a personal, local and national level. This is achieved
by delivering fundraised and commissioned family services and through
influencing national policy.

Growth
Works with disabled people and parents of disabled children to develop and
continuously improve services and other activities to deliver our objectives.
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Live the life I choose
Enables disabled people to have the care, support and choice to live their day-today life. This is achieved through local engagement projects, campaigning
programmes for young disabled people and influencing national policy.

Delivery
Central management which supports the safe, effective and efficient delivery of
services to disabled people and their families.

Information, advice, employment and support services
Provides information and advice, face-to-face networks and support for disabled
people and their families.

Influencing and campaigning
Campaigning work with and for disabled people, partnerships with other charities
and organisations. Influencing the public, business, and government on equality
for disabled people.

Support costs
Our operating costs include staff costs, rent and other related costs. All costs are
allocated between the costs of raising income, activities in furtherance of the
charity’s objects and other costs. Most costs incurred by Scope are directly
attributable to individual activities. Where costs are not directly attributable to
particular activities, they are apportioned on an appropriate basis (note 11).

Governance
Governance costs comprise Company secretariat, Annual General Meeting (AGM),
membership and external and internal audit. Central administration costs, meeting
expenses and AGM costs include support for disabled trustees and members.
The costs also include indirect costs to cover support from the Chief Executive,
and other Executive Directors and service departments.

Strategic Spend
Strategic costs relate to investment in services and products, income generating
initiatives and projects to increase efficient and effective use of resources in line
with our key goals.
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Grants payable
Grants payable are recognised in the statement of financial activities when the
conditions for disbursement have been met. Grants paid before the conditions
have been met are deferred and included in debtors at year end.

Tangible fixed assets
Freehold properties and other tangible assets are stated in the balance sheet at
cost, or, if donated, at the fair value at the date of receipt, they will be stated less
the accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is provided in equal annual
instalments over the estimated useful lives of the assets at the following rates:
•

freehold land – no depreciation

•

freehold property – 2%

•

leasehold property and improvements to leasehold property – 2% or over the term
of the lease if less than 50 years

•

improvements to property – 6.66%

•

motor vehicles – 20%

•

fixtures and equipment – 20%

•

computer equipment and software – 25% or 33.33%
The capitalisation threshold for IT equipment is £250 and £1,000 for all other
assets.
Gains or losses from the disposal of tangible fixed assets are recognised in other
income.

Asset impairment
At each reporting date, fixed assets are reviewed to assess whether they have
suffered impairment. The recoverable amount of any affected asset is estimated
and compared with its carrying amount.
If the estimated recoverable amount is lower, the carrying amount is reduced to
its estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is recognised
immediately in the statement of financial activities.

Assets for resale
Assets for resale are recognised within current assets at the lower of net book
value and net realisable value.
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Funds
Scope maintains various funds as follows:

Restricted funds
Restricted funds are grants, donations and legacies that are allocated by the
donor for specific purposes.

Unrestricted funds
Funds that can be spent at the discretion of the Board of Trustees to help fulfil
our objectives. Such funds may be held to finance working capital and strategic
investment.

Designated funds
Funds that have been set aside at the discretion of the trustees for specific
purposes. They would otherwise form part of the general unrestricted funds. An
example of this is the Everyday Equality reserve.

Financial assets and liabilities
Investments are stated at fair value. Net gains and losses that have resulted from
both changes in holdings and in their fair value are shown in the appropriate
section of the statement of financial activities.
Debtors and creditors treated as financial assets and liabilities (notes 18, 19 and
20) are measured at transaction price, less any impairment. Cash balances are
stated at present value.

Leases
Assets held under finance leases are capitalised at their fair value at the start of
their term. They are depreciated over their useful lives or lease term if shorter.
The finance charges are allocated over the periods of the leases in proportion to
the outstanding capital amount. Operating lease costs are charged directly in the
period to which they relate.

Stocks
Stocks are stated at the lower level of cost and net realisable value. They are
valued using the weighted-average method. Stock is reviewed three times a year
with a provision made for stock that is unlikely to be sold.
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Stocks of unsold donated goods are not valued for balance sheet purposes, since
their cost is nil, and their value is uncertain until sold. A stock provision of £nil
(2018/19 £nil) has been made.

Termination benefits
Costs associated with staff redundancies are recognised immediately when there
is a plan in place that we are committed to. Costs for the year are disclosed in
note 13.

Pension costs
The statement of financial activities includes:
•

the cost of benefits accruing during the year in respect of current and past service
(charged against net outgoing resources)

•

the expected return on the pension scheme’s assets and the increase in the present
value of the scheme’s liabilities, shown as pensions finance charge

•

actuarial gain recognised in the pension scheme (shown within net movement of
funds)
In accordance with FRS 102, the scheme value is calculated taking assets at their
year-end fair values and liabilities at their actuarially calculated values
discounted at year-end AA-rated corporate bond interest rates. The scheme
surplus is disclosed as nil value in accordance with the FRS 102 balance sheet
limitation. Further details regarding all pension schemes are disclosed in note 31.
Some of our employees participate in a multi-employer defined benefit scheme.
The liability recognised on the balance sheet represents our agreed deficit
reduction payments, discounted to their net present value.
We participate in a defined contribution scheme. Contributions to the scheme are
recognised in the period in which they become payable.
Pension costs (other than finance charges and actuarial gains or losses),
disclosed in note 31) are allocated to expenditure by charitable activity, in line
with other salary costs.

Irrecoverable VAT
Any irrecoverable Value Added Tax is charged to the statement of financial
activities or capitalised as part of the cost of the related asset, where appropriate.
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2. Critical accounting judgements and estimation
Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical
experience and other factors, including reasonable expectations of future events.
Provision is made for retirement obligations (including pension buy out), stock
obsolescence, doubtful debts and dilapidations on leased properties. These
provisions require management’s best estimate of the costs that will be incurred,
based on legislative and contractual requirements.
Management considers whether fixed assets are impaired. Where an indication of
impairment is identified, the recoverable value of those assets requires the
estimation of the future cash contribution that can be realised from those assets.
Legacy income for which confirmation of the amount has not been received as at
the balance sheet date has not been included in the incoming resources. The
value of these legacies is estimated as £491,000 (compared to £764,000 in
2018/19).

3. Donations and legacies
Group
2020
£000

2019
£000

Donations and gifts:
Retail
Individual giving
Events fundraising
Philanthropy and corporate partnerships
Trusts
Donations in kind*

249

276

7,403

8,439

896

908

1,382

811

57

67

156

-

14

-

Digital Engagement
Other voluntary fundraising
Legacies

37

14

10,194

10,515

4,382

5,166

14,576

15,681

*Donations in kind are for professional advice received by Scope in relation to our retail estate from Deloitte.
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4. Other trading activities
Group

Gift Aid commission

2020

2019

£000

£000

1,331

1,294

19,599

21,353

Raffles in shops

140

139

Other income

112

75

21,182

22,861

Sale of donated and bought-in goods

5. Income from investments
Group
2020
£000
–

Interest received on bank deposits
Income from listed investments
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2019
£000
4

771

845

771

849

6. Grants receivable
Unrestricted
funds
£000

Restricted
funds
£000

2020
total
£000

2019
total
£000

10

–

10

–

–

–

–

5

10

–

10

5

(20)

–

(20)

29

Retail Holding Account

38

–

38

0

Total local authority grants

18

–

18

29

F2F Islington (Lottery)

–

6

6

–

F2F North West

–

–

–

201

F2F Tower Hamlets

–

6

6

–

F2F Walthamstow

–

6

6

–

Total Big Lottery Fund grants

–

18

18

201

People’s Health Trust – Local People’s Programme

–

292

292

186

Kickstart London HIC

–

73

73

85

Zochonis Donations/Grants

–

–

–

50

RF – Helpline Response team

–

8

8

74

14

77

91

103

Central government grants:
Statutory and EU
Leeds Employment
Total central government grants
Local authority grants:
Leeds Activities

Big Lottery Fund grants:

Other grants:

Other grants < £50,000
Total other grants

14

450

464

498

Total grants receivable

42

468

510

733

As at the balance sheet date, there were no unfulfilled conditions for any of the
government grants detailed above.

7. Sales and ancillary income from charitable
activities
Group

Ancillary services income
Rent receivable and other income
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2020
£000

2019
£000

6

271

2,887

1,823

2,893

2,094

8. Other income

Gain on sale of property
Gain on sale of fixed assets

Group
2020
£000

2019
£000

–

9,448

431

–

431

9,448

9. Divested regulated and day services
Group
2020
£000

2019
£000

Fee income

44

2,472

Grant income

17

44

Sales and ancillary income

44

25

(Loss)/gain on sale of property

–

(70)

Other

6

–

111

2,471

10. Subsidiaries’ income and costs
The income and costs of Scope Central Trading Limited, Scope (IP) Limited and
Illetas Properties Limited:
Scope
Central
Trading
Limited
£000

Scope IP
Limited
£000

Illetas
Propertie
s Limited
£000

2020
total
£000

2019
total
£000

Turnover

1,522

–

–

1,522

1,711

Cost of sales

(916)

–

–

(916)

(998)

Gross profit

606

–

–

606

713

(5)

–

–

(5)

(140)

Other operating income

–

2

–

2

–

Operating profit/(loss)

601

2

–

603

573

–

–

–

–

–

601

2

–

603

573

Administration and other costs

Taxation
Net income
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Income and expenditure raised by the subsidiaries has been incorporated into the
appropriate sections in the statement of financial activities, under the relevant
department.
As at 31 March 2020 Scope Central Trading Limited had £601,456 net assets
(compared to £716,568 in 2018/19). This comprised assets of £951,768 (compared
to £848,243 in 2018/19) and liabilities of £350,312 (compared to £131,675 in
2018/19).
Scope (IP) Limited was incorporated on 18January 2019 but did not trade in the
year ended 31 March 2019. As at 31 March 2020 Scope (IP) Ltd had net assets of
£1,938. This comprised assets of £2,344 and liabilities of £405.
Illetas Properties Limited did not trade in the year ended 31 March 2020. At 31
March 2020 the subsidiary had net assets of £100 (compared to net liabilities of
£2,657 in 2018/19).
Scope holds 100% of the share capital of Scope Central Trading Limited and
Illetas Properties Limited and Scope (IP) Ltd (see note 16).

11. Analysis of total expenditure and support costs
The Group
Cost of raising income:
Cost of raising donations and legacies
Cost of goods sold and other costs
Total cost of raising income
Charitable activities
Attraction and experience
Be financially secure
Cross theme
Get the best start in life
Growth
Live the life I choose
Delivery
Information, advice, employment
Influencing and campaigning
Strategic spend
Divested services (income)/expenditure
Governance
Closure of subsidiary
Net total expenditure

Activities
undertaken
directly
£000

Support
costs
£000

2020
total
£000

2019
total
£000

6,860
20,324
27,184

459
5,130
5,589

7,319
25,454
32,773

10,022
26,909
36,931

753
1,017
657
841
718
206
1,217
550
1,748
2,633
(72)
–
–
37,452

86
330
247
325
150
33
80
79
370
118
175
–
7,582

839
1,347
904
1,166
868
239
1,297
629
2,118
2,751
(72)
175
–
45,034

455
1,423
1,134
960
660
267
667
582
2,521
3,877
2,898
230
505
53,110
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Support costs
Cost of raising income:
Donations and legacies

Management
overhead, HR and
Communications
£000

Finance
and
purchasing
£000

Information
technology
£000

Property
and
Facilities
£000

2020
total
£000

2019
total
£000

153

98

123

85

459

577

1,709

1,092

1,369

960

5,130

5,772

1,862

1,190

1,492

1,045

5,589

6,349

Attraction and Experience

29

18

23

16

86

77

Be Financially Secure

110

70

88

62

330

312

Cross Theme

82

53

66

46

247

220

108

69

87

61

325

252

50

32

40

28

150

202

Goods sold and other costs
Charitable activities:

Get the best start in life
Growth
Live the life I choose

11

7

9

6

33

35

Delivery

27

17

21

15

80

75

Information, advice, employment

26

17

21

15

79

124

123

79

99

69

370

448

39

25

32

22

118

192

Influencing and campaigning
Strategic spend
Divested Services Expenditure

-

–

–

–

–

77

175

-

-

-

175

230

780

387

486

340

1,993

2,244

Total support costs for 2020

2,642

1,577

1,978

1,385

7,582

8,593

Total support costs for 2019

2,753

1,981

2,169

1,690

Governance costs
Total support costs – charitable
activities:

Support costs are costs that do not produce or constitute the output of a
charitable activity but are necessary to deliver an activity. They are incurred in
supporting income raising activities such as fundraising and the governance of
the Charity. Support costs include head office functions such as general
management, payroll administration, budgeting and accounting, information
technology, human resources, financing and property costs. The property costs of
retail premises are categorised as direct costs within shop costs.
The basis of allocation for support costs are as follows:
•

communications costs are charged as expenditure

•

all other support costs are allocated based on departmental headcount
Where there is a negative figure, there is a net recharge to other areas of the
organisation.
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12.Net income/expenditure
Group
2020
£000

2019
£000

Net income/expenditure for the year is stated after charging/(crediting):
Auditors’ remuneration:
Audit of these financial statements

40

40

5

5

(431)

(9,448)

-

70

Owned assets

714

765

Net pension finance cost

247

998

Audit of the Charity’s subsidiaries
Profit/loss on sale of tangible assets:
Profit on the sale of fixed assets – continuing operations
Loss/(profit) on the sale of fixed assets – divested regulated and day services
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets:

Operating lease rentals:
Equipment
Property
Motor vehicles

60

158

5,214

4,971

236

293

13. Information regarding employees and trustees
Group
2020
£000

Staff costs comprise:
Wages and salaries

2019
£000

19,343

20,733

Social security costs

1,627

1,818

Other pension costs

1,121

787

22,091

23,338

327

594

22,418

23,932

Payments made to independent third parties for the provision of staff
Total payroll and staff related costs

In addition to the payroll and staff costs set out in the table, there were
redundancy payments of £88,806 (compared to £102,574 in 2018/19) and exgratia (goodwill) payments of £36,750 (compared to £64,414 in 2018/19). Ex-gratia
payments were made as part of settlement agreements with ex-employees at the
time of leaving and had been fully paid in the year. These payments are managed
through the Human Resources team in line with approved policy and procedure
and authorised in accordance with the Scheme of Delegation based on the size of
payment.
Payments made to independent third parties for the provision of staff’ are costs
to cover staff vacancies pending recruitment, short-term sickness cover and
certain projects.
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Average number of employees during the year:
Cost of raising donations and legacies
Cost of goods sold and other costs
Attraction and experience

2020

2019

44

47

557

577

6

7

Be financially secure

31

27

Cross theme

24

20

Get the best start in life

44

27

Growth

13

17

Live the life I choose

4

4

Delivery

8

6

Information, advice, employment and support

7

11

34

40

Influencing and campaigning
Strategic spend

4

13

Divested regulated and day services

-

78

75

73

1

2

852

949

Support costs
Governance

The average full-time equivalent headcount for the year was 745 (compared to
848 in 2018/19). The full-time equivalent excludes hourly paid casual workers due
to the variable nature of the hours worked.
The number of senior staff whose salary for the year (including taxable benefits
in kind and redundancy payments, but not employer pension costs) exceeded
£60,000 was:
2020
No longer
employed

2020
Still
employed

2020
Number

2019
Number

£60,000 – £70,000

3

7

10

9

£70,001 – £80,000

2

–

2

5

£80,001 – £90,000

–

3

3

4

£90,001 – £100,000

2

–

2

3

£100,001 – £110,000

–

–

–

1

£110,001 – £120,000

–

1

1

1

£120,001 – £130,000

1

–

1

1

£130,001 – £150,000

–

1

1

1

8

12

20

25

We operate an auto enrolment defined contribution scheme as our main pension.
Scope Teachers’ Pension Scheme operated by the Department for Education has
been transferred to Salutem as part of divestment of regulated services in 2018,
no contributions were made in this financial year. The Pensions Trust Growth
Plan exit has been described in note 31.
Seventeen senior staff are accruing retirement benefits from the defined
contribution scheme (compared to 25 in 2018/19). The defined benefit scheme had
three members until July 2019 (compared to three in 2018/19). Contributions paid
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for the year in respect of senior staff included in the table above for all schemes
amounted to £75,147 (compared to £45,154 in 2018/19).
Seven executive directors left during the year (compared to two executive
directors during 2018/19).
All directors and certain senior employees who have authority and responsibility
for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the Group are considered to
be key management personnel. Total remuneration paid in respect of these
individuals was £812,208 (compared to £1,091,300 in 2018/19).
In 2019/20, no trustee or person closely related or connected to them has
received any remuneration or other benefit from Scope other than as a
beneficiary on non-preferential terms (same as 2018/19). During the year, we
reimbursed £4,038 of travel, subsistence and accommodation expenses between
four trustees (compared to £2,293 between four trustees in 2018/19).

14. Tangible fixed assets for use by the Group
and Charity
Group and Charity

Freehold and
leasehold
property
£000

Motor
vehicles
£000

Fixtures,
equipment and
computers
£000

Total
£000

7,218

15

7,868

15,101

–

–

300

300

(999)

–

999

–

Cost
At 1 April 2019
Additions
Transfers*
Disposals
At 31 March 2020

(533)

–

(273)

(806)

5,686

15

8,894

14,595

6,153

15

6,100

12,268

10

–

704

714

Accumulated depreciation
At 1 April 2019
Charge for the year
Transfers*

(79)

–

79

–

Disposals

(403)

–

(269)

(672)

At 31 March 2020

5,681

15

6,614

12,310

1,065

–

1,768

2,833

5

–

2,280

2,285

Net book value
At 1 April 2019
At 31 March 2020
*transfers to correct previous allocation of assets

Group
2020
£00

Analysis of freehold and leasehold properties

2019
£000

Charity
2020
£000

2019
£000

Freehold

5

144

5

144

Long leasehold (over 50 years)

-

2

-

2

Short leasehold

70

-

919

-

919

5

1,065

5

1,065

We have not adopted a policy of revaluing our properties. The carrying amount of
our tangible fixed assets are all at depreciated cost.

15. Investments
Group
2020
£00

Total investments:
Financial investments

Charity
2019
£000

2020
£000

2019
£000

39,178

44,022

39,178

39,178

44,022

39,178

Group and Charity
2020
2019
£000
£000
Total financial investments:
Market value at 1 April

44,022

28,742

380

18,650

(4,880)

(4,100)

Additions at cost
Sales proceeds
Net investment unrealised (losses)/gains
Market value at 31 March

(344)

730

39,178

44,022

7,065

7,746

Investments comprise the following:
Investments listed on a UK stock exchange
Fixed interest
Equities

9,245

9,536

Cash deposits held as part of investment portfolio

12,872

12,136

Cash deposits held separate to investment portfolio

9,996

14,604

39,178

44,022

Investment assets in the United Kingdom

39,178

44,022

Historical cost at 31 March

44,148

44,111

Market value at 31 March
Being at market value:

Financial investments are measured at fair value through income and
expenditure.
The equity holdings are held as a proportion of a fund, rather than direct share
holdings. No single equity investment exceeds 5%. The trustees consider the
value of the investments to be supported by their underlying assets.
There is no difference between fair value and market value as the investments
are either fixed interest, equities or cash deposits. Market valuation shows the fair
value for these assets.
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16. Subsidiaries
Results for the subsidiaries listed below are included in the Group balances of
these accounts:

Subsidiary undertaking
Scope Central Trading Limited
100% direct holding
(Company no. 1108300)

Scope Pension Scheme
Trustee Limited*
100% direct holding
(Company no. 01814430)
The Spastics Society*
Common control
(Company no. 2908452)
Illetas Properties Limited 100%
direct holding
(Company no. 07401156)
Scope (IP) Limited
(Company no. 11774613)

Country of registration
and/or operation
England and Wales

Authorised and
issued share
capital
£100

England and Wales

Principal activities
Purchase of general
merchandise and sale to
Scope, and the distribution
and sale of clothing and gifts
and sales of greeting cards
Dormant

England and Wales

Dormant

By Guarantee

England and Wales

Property company

£100

England and Wales

Exploitation of intellectual
property

£1

£100 – £2
issued and fully
paid

*Entitled to audit exemption by virtue of section 479a of the Companies Act 2006, as subsidiary undertakings.

17.Assets held for resale
No Scope assets were held for sale in this financial year or the prior year.

18. Debtors
Trade debtors*
Gift Aid recoverable*
Staff loans*

Group
2020
£000
308
528
21

2019
£000
97
326
20

Charity
2020
£000
154
528
21

2019
£000
81
326
20

Other debtors*
Accrued income
Prepayments

776
3,468
1,937

1,531
3,178
1,527

960
3,659
1,937

1,634
3,177
1,527

7,038

6,679

7,259

6,765

*Financial assets measured at amortised cost.
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Trade debtors are shown net of any provision (compare to £136,000 in 2018/19).
Staff loans include season ticket loans of £19,904 (compared to £19,260 in
2018/19), which are repayable over a 12-month period. They also include imprests
of £1,100 (compared to £1,100 in 2018/19) to be repaid on leaving Scope or when
the individual’s employment changes.
Amounts owed by Group undertakings are unsecured, interest free and repayable
on demand.

19. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Group
2020
£000
Trade creditors*
Taxation and social security*
Amounts owed to Group undertakings*
Other creditors*
Deferred income (note 20)
Accruals

2019
£000

Charity
2020
£000

2019
£000

358

523

307

536

371

476

371

476

–

–

242

613

830

1,288

994

1,288

–

176

–

176

1,692

2,452

1,686

2,439

3,251

4,915

3,600

5,528

*Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

Amounts owing in respect of pension schemes as at 31 March 2020 included
above are £55,378 (compared to £58,704 in 2018/19).

20. Deferred income
Balance 31
March 2019
£000

Released from
prior year
£000

Deferred in
current year
£000

Balance 31
March 2020
£000

176

(176)

–

176

(176)

–
–

Group and Charity:
Events fundraising
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–

21.Provisions for liabilities and charges
Balance
31 March
2019
£000

Charged to
income and
expenditure
£000

Spent
£000

Balance 31
March
2020
£000

1,757

3

(85)

1,675

212

–

(55)

157

465

646

–

1,111

2,434

649

(140)

2,943

Group and Charity:
Provisions for dilapidations
Provision for onerous leases for
shops vacated by Scope
Provision for rent free

Where an onerous lease commitment exists, the provision for future lease
commitments has been calculated as the net present value of rent payable less
rent receivable to the end of the period. This has been estimated after accounting
for vacant periods, lease incentives and discounted market rates designed to
ensure future tenancy.
As part of the Group’s property leasing arrangements there is an obligation to
repair damages on certain properties, incurred during the life of the lease, such as
wear and tear. The cost is charged to the statement of financial activities as they
arise. The provision is expected to be used as the leases terminate.

22. Funds
Balance 31
March
2019
£000

Incoming
resources
£000

Expenditure
gains and
losses
£000

Transfers
£000

Balance
31 March
2020
£000

43,698

39,542

(43,291)

825*

40,774

3,027

1,509

(1,840)

(825)*

1,871

10

–

–

–

10

46,735

41,051

(45,131)

-

42,655

Group:
Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds:
Restricted funds
Permanent endowment
Total funds
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Balance
31 March
2019
£000

Expenditu
re gains
Incoming
and
resources
losses
£000
£000

Transfers
£000

Subsidiar
y closure
£000

Balance
31 March
2020
£000

Charity:
Unrestricted funds

42,797

38,745

(42,375)

825*

179

40,171

3,027

1,509

(1,840)

(825)*

–

1,871

10

–

–

–

–

10

45,834

40,254

(44,215)

-

179

42,052

Restricted funds:
Restricted funds
Permanent endowment
Total funds

*Transfers reflect a correction for misanalysis between funds identified during the year.

Restricted funds are mostly restricted grants (see note 6) and restricted
donations. These are all accounted for in line with the limitations placed on each
fund.
A designated fund of £4.25 million is in place as security for the Scope Pension
Scheme. At 31 March 2020, the value of the designated fund was £4.7 million
(compared to £4.7 million in 2018/19). Any value in excess of the £4.25 million is
not additional security and is retained by Scope.
A designated fund of £1.9 million is held for investment in our Everyday Equality
strategy. We will designate further funds as we develop and authorise detailed
investment business cases to deliver the strategy.

23. Commitments
Operating lease commitments
Land and buildings

Vehicles and equipment

2020
£000

2019
£000

2020
£000

2019
£000

Within one year

3,025

3,209

133

157

Within two to five years

6,076

6,121

74

207

447

301

-

–

9,548

9,631

207

364

Group
Leases which expire:

After five years

Capital commitments
At 31 March 2020 there were no capital commitments (the same as 2018/19).
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24. Contingent liabilities
Guarantees and commitments
We have acted as guarantor for eight shop leases run by Capability Scotland, a
charity providing services to disabled children and adults in Scotland. These
guarantees were agreed during the year when we managed these shops on
behalf of Capability Scotland. In the event of Capability Scotland defaulting on
the payment, Scope would be fully liable. Capability Scotland have ceased their
shop operations and have exited all obligations by 31 March 2020. This ends our
responsibilities under the guarantee agreement.

25. Taxation
As a registered charity, Scope is exempt from taxation under Part 11, Chapter 3 of
the Corporation Tax Act 2010. Any taxation liabilities of the Group are managed
through the policy of the trading subsidiary Company to gift all taxable profits to
Scope. During the year ended 31 March 2020 no charge to tax has been incurred.

26. Members
The charity is incorporated as a Company limited by guarantee having no share
capital. In accordance with the Memorandum of Association, each one of the 634
Members, (compared to 639 in 2018/19), is liable to contribute £5 if the Company
is wound up.
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27. Analysis of assets and liabilities between
funds
Restricted
funds
£000

Designated
strategic
£000

Designated
pension
£000

Unrestricted
funds
£000

Total
2020
£000

–

1,878

4,705

34,880

41,463

1,911

–

–

6,777

8,688

–

–

–

(3,251)

(3,251)

Net current assets

1,911

–

–

3,526

5,437

Provisions for liabilities and charges

(30)

–

–

(4,215)

(4,245)

34,191

42,655

Group:
Fixed assets
Current assets
Current liabilities

Net assets

1,881

1,878

4,705

Restricted
funds
£000

Designated
strategic
£000

Designated
pension
£000

Unrestricted
funds
£000

Total
2020
£000

–

1,878

4,705

34,880

41,463

1,911

-

-

6,523

8,434

-

-

-

(3,600)

(3,600)

Net current assets

1,911

-

-

2,923

4,834

Provisions for liabilities and charges

(30)

-

-

(4,215)

(4,245)

1,881

1,878

4,705

33,588

42,052

Charity:
Fixed assets
Current assets
Current liabilities

Net assets

28. Free reserves
Group
2020
£000

2019
£000

42,655

46,735

Restricted funds

(1,881)

(3,037)

Designated funds

(1,878)

(3,856)

Investments held for defined benefit pension

(4,705)

(4,746)

Amount represented by tangible fixed assets and assets held for sale

(2,285)

(2,833)

–

–

Free reserves of Group

31,906

32,263

Free reserves of Charity

31,303

31,362

Net assets
Less:

Add back:
Other restricted fund fixed assets
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29. Related party disclosures
During the year ended 31 March 2020, the Group had the following related party
transactions.
Alex Massey, Trustee – Scope, became a Charity Partner with his employer,
Deloitte, during this period. The relationship is managed by another Deloitte
partner and Alex is not part of the team working with Scope. However, Deloitte
provided services to Scope pro-bono to develop its retail strategy as part of the
Charity Partner relationship.
Scope used the services of Eden Stanley, who billed Scope £16,288 for a health
and disability tracker licence (compared to £16,425 in 2018/19). Joseph Barrell, a
Trustee of Scope from Nov 2016 to January 2020, is the Managing Director of
Eden Stanley.
During the year ended 31 March 2020, the following transactions occurred
between the companies within the group:
•

Illetas Properties Limited funds were transferred to Scope

•

Gift Aid is to be paid to Scope from Scope Central Trading Limited as per note 10
which includes the results of group entities

•

Scope received donations of £nil from its trustees and directors during 2019/20,
compared to £4,090 in 2018/19. No conditions were attached to these.

30. Ultimate parent undertaking and controlling
party
There is no immediate or ultimate parent undertaking or controlling party.
Scope is the parent undertaking of the smallest group of undertakings to
consolidate these financial statements. The consolidated financial statements of
Scope are available from Here East Press Centre, 14 East Bay Lane, E15 2GW.
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31. Pension scheme
Scope operates the following pension schemes.
1. A single employer defined benefit pension scheme. The Scope Pension Scheme
was closed to new members and new accruals in 2007. Current membership of
the scheme is 869 pensioners and 868 deferred members (compared to 871
pensioners and 858 deferred members in 2018/19). The Scheme is managed
separately to Scope’s finances by Scope Pension Trustee Limited, which
delegates services to a variety of bodies. Contributions to cover expenses and to
recover any deficit in the scheme are paid from time to time to the scheme. This
is in accordance with the Schedule of Contributions agreed between the Trustee
and Scope.
2. The defined contribution stakeholder pension plan was opened on 1 October
2003, when the existing Scope Pension Scheme was closed to new members. The
stakeholder scheme was closed to further contributions on 30 June 2013. On 1
July 2013, and to comply with government legislation on auto enrolment, a
defined contribution Group Personal Pension Plan was opened to replace the
stakeholder pension plan. Employees were able to join when it began, or after a
deferred period of three months. There are currently 663 active members
compared to 897 in 2018/19.
The following schemes are multi-employer defined benefit schemes, and so it is
not possible to identify Scope’s share of the underlying assets and liabilities.
Scope has made use of the FRS 102 exemption to not disclose this information.
3. The Pensions Trust’s Growth Plan (the ‘Plan’). Scope decided to exit based on the
payment of a section 75 as at 31 July 2019. The Plan is funded and is not
contracted-out of the State scheme. The plan is currently in deficit and from April
2013, Scope contributed additional payments to reduce this deficit. In 2019/20
(April to July) this payment was £52,000 compared to £190,047 in 2018/19. There
were three active members of the scheme, the same as in 2018/19.
4. Teachers’ Pension Scheme (TPS), a defined benefits scheme operated by the
Department for Education in respect of certain members of staff. This Pension
Scheme was transferred to Salutem (Ambito) as part of divestment of regulated
services. No contribution was made for the year.

Additional details are provided for the primary schemes as follows:
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1. Scope Pension Scheme
We operate a defined benefit pension scheme, the Scope Pension Scheme. The
scheme funds are administered by Trustees and are independent of Scope’s
finances.
Contributions are paid to the scheme in line with the schedule of contributions
agreed between the Trustees and Scope.
Initial results of the actuarial valuation as at 31 December 2014 were updated to
the Scheme’s accounting date by an independent qualified actuary. The value of
the defined benefit liabilities has been measured using the projected unit method.
Under FRS 102, the pension asset that can be recognised on the balance sheet is
limited to nil as Scope does not have an unconditional right to a refund as per the
Trust Deed and consultation with our actuaries. The impact of this limit on the
balance sheet and the actuarial gains and losses entry is shown in the figures
below.
31 March
2020

31 March
2019

31 March
2018

31 March
2017

31 March
2016

2.5%

3.3%

3.2%

3.2%

2.9%

CPI inflation (per annum)

1.9%

2.2%

2.1%

2.2%

1.9%

Discount rate (per annum)
Pension increases (PPI – 3% per annum
minimum, 5% per annum maximum)

2.5%

2.4%

2.7%

2.5%

3.5%

3.5%

3.7%

3.7%

3.6%

3.5%

Assumptions
RPI inflation (per annum)

On the basis of the assumptions used for life expectancy, a male pensioner
currently aged 65 would be expected to live for a further 22 years (the same as
2018/19) and a female pensioner aged 65 would be expected to live a further 24
years (the same as 2018/19). Allowance is made for future improvements in life
expectancy.
Asset distribution and expected return:
31 March 2020
Current
Fair value
allocation
£000
Liability driven investments

31%

35,873

30%

33,451

4%

4,594

6%

7,115

22%

25,580

20%

22,393

11%

12,055

10%

11,639

32%

36,295

34%

38,933

100%

114,397

100%
31 March
2020
£000

113,531
31 March
2019
£000

96,136

102,363

Diversified growth funds
Multi-asset credit
Cash
Insured pensions
Total

31 March 2019
Current
Fair value
allocation
£000

Balance sheet
Present value of Scheme liabilities
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Total fair value of Scheme assets
Surplus
Adjustment to reflect asset limit

(114,397)

(113,531)

(18,261)

(11,168)

18,261

11,168

–

–

Pension asset

Under FRS 102, the Scheme is represented on the balance sheet at 31 March
2020 as a £nil asset (£nil 2018/19) as Scope does not have an unconditional right
to a refund as per the Trust Deed and consultation with our actuaries.
The following amounts have been included as ‘Resources expended’ under FRS
102.

Running costs
Past service cost
Net return to charge to finance income

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

247

359

-

639

247

998

The following amounts have been put under the ‘actuarial gains and losses on
pension scheme assets and liabilities’ heading within the statement of financial
activities.
At 31 March
2020
£000

At 31 March
2019
£000

(7,072)

2,230

Change in asset limit other than interest

6,825

(3,228)

Actuarial loss recognised

(247)

(998)

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

102,363

96,944

2,417

2,574

-

639

Actuarial (gain)/loss

(5,323)

5,467

Benefits paid

(3,321)

(3,261)

Closing present value of Scheme liabilities

96,136

102,363

Remeasurements

Changes in the present value of the Scheme liabilities:

Opening present value of Scheme liabilities
Interest on Scheme liabilities
Past service cost

Changes in the fair value of the Scheme assets:
At 31 March
2020
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At 31 March
2019

£000

£000

113,531

110,961

2,685

2,952

1,749

3,238

-

-

(247)

(359)

(3,321)

(3,261)

114,397

113,531

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

–

–

247

998

(247)

(998)

Employer contributions

–

–

Closing net asset

–

–

Opening fair value of the Scheme assets
Interest on Scheme assets
Actual return on Scheme assets less interest on Scheme assets
Contributions by the employer
Running costs
Benefits paid
Closing fair value of the Scheme assets

Changes in the net balance sheet position:

Opening net asset
Return to charge to finance income
Actuarial gains recognised

Changes in the impact of the asset ceiling:
31 March
2020
£000
11,168
268
6,825
18,261

Effect of asset ceiling at the start of the year
Interest on asset limit
Change in asset limit other than interest
Pension asset
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31 March
2019
£000
14,017
379
(3,228)
11,168

2. The Defined Contribution Pension Scheme
Members may contribute as much as they want to the Group personal pension
subject to the Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) rules.
We provide employers’ contributions to the auto enrolment pension scheme, in
line with legislation and based on contributions matched by the employee. The
following table illustrates the contribution rates payable to the Group personal
pension plan. Employees can receive enhanced contributions based on their
length of service.

Membership eligibility

Scope contribution %

Employee contribution %

Basic

3% of qualifying earnings

5% of qualifying earnings

Upgrade – after 2 years’ service

4% of total earnings

Employee must match the
employer % contribution

Upgrade – after 4 years’ service

6% of total earnings

Employee must match the
employer % contribution

We deduct employee contributions on a salary exchange basis approved by
HMRC. Details of the pension plan are provided to employees under the rules of
auto enrolment, or on request.
Scope’s contributions to the Auto Enrolment Pension Scheme amounted to
£987,905 (compared to £786,617 in 2018/19).

3. Pensions Trust Growth Plan
The Plan’s Trustees commission an actuarial valuation of the Plan every three
years to determine the funding position of the Plan.
Asset values are calculated using market levels. Accrued past service liabilities
are valued by discounting expected future benefit payments using a discount rate
calculated by reference to the expected future investment returns.
The rules of the Growth Plan give the Pension Trustees the power to make
employers pay additional contributions, so the pension scheme has sufficient
money in it to meet its past service liabilities.
Scope participates in the scheme, a multi-employer scheme that provides benefits
to some 1,300 non-associated participating employers. The scheme is a defined
benefit scheme in the UK. It is not possible for Scope to obtain sufficient
information to enable it to account for the scheme as a defined benefit scheme.
Therefore, it accounts for the scheme as a defined contribution scheme.
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The scheme is subject to the funding legislation outlined in the Pensions Act
2004, which came into force on 30 December 2005. This, together with
documents issued by the Pensions Regulator and Technical Actuarial Standards
issued by the Financial Reporting Council, set out the framework for funding
defined benefit occupational pension schemes in the UK.
The scheme is classified as a ‘last-man standing’ arrangement. Therefore, Scope
is potentially liable for other participating employers’ obligations if those
employers are unable to meet their share of the scheme deficit following
withdrawal from the scheme.
Participating employers are legally required to meet their share of the scheme
deficit on an annuity purchase basis on withdrawal from the scheme.
A full actuarial valuation for the scheme was carried out at 30 September 2017.
This valuation showed assets of £795 million, liabilities of £926 million and a
deficit of £132 million. To eliminate this funding shortfall, the Trustee has asked
the participating employers to pay additional contributions to the scheme as
follows:
Deficit contributions:
Scheme - From 1 April 2019 to 31 January 2025*

£11.24 million per annum

Scope - From 1 April 2019 to 31 January 2025*

£157,246 per annum

*payable monthly and increasing by 3% each year on 1 April

The recovery plan contributions are allocated to each participating employer in
line with their estimated share of the Series 1 and Series 2 scheme liabilities.
Where the scheme is in deficit and where the Company has agreed to a deficit
funding arrangement, the Company recognises a liability for this obligation. The
amount recognised is the net present value of the deficit reduction contributions
payable under the agreement that relates to the deficit. The present value is
calculated using the discount rate detailed in these disclosures. The unwinding of
the discount rate is recognised as a finance cost.
Scope decided to exit based on the payment of a section 75 as at 31 July 2019.
Section 75 debt in respect of the employer is £1,301,713 and as per agreement
£200,000 was paid in July 2020, with the remaining £1,101,713 due in January
2021.
As at the balance sheet date, the three members of the Plan are no longer
employed by Scope.
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For the period that the scheme was active April to July 2019, Scope paid
employer only contributions of £10.00 per month per active member. Members
paid contributions of 5% for this period.

Present values of provision
Present value of provision

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

31 March
2018
£000

1,302

947

1,535

31 March
2020
£000

31 March
2019
£000

947

1,535

Reconciliation of opening and closing provisions
Provision at start of period
Unwinding of the discount factor (interest expense)
Deficit contribution paid
Remeasurements – impact of any change in assumptions
Remeasurements – amendments to the contribution schedule

13

24

(52)

(190)

–

9

(908)

(431)

Section 75 debt (Buy-out)

1,302

–

Provision at end of period

1,302

947

31 March
2020
£000
13
–
–
–
–

Income and expenditure impact
Interest expense
Remeasurements – impact of any change in assumptions
Remeasurements – amendments to the contribution schedule
Contributions paid in respect of future service*
Costs recognised in income and expenditure account

31 March
2019
£000
24
9
–
–
–

*Includes defined contribution schemes and future service contributions (such as excluding any deficit reduction payments)
to defined benefit schemes which are treated as defined contribution schemes. To be completed by the Company.

Assumptions
Rate of discount (per annum)

31 March
2020

31 March
2019

31 March
2018

2.53%

1.39%

1.71%

The discount rates shown above would give the same results as using a full AA
corporate bond yield curve to discount the future recovery plan contributions.
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